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Dedication, 

To my Son, whose wondering child-eyes 

first taught me to look deeper into the work- 

ing of Nature, and to all the Children I 

know and shall never know, I dedicate these 

simple tales. 

RosE Haic THOMAS.
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THE TREE FROGS. 

 



THE TREE FROGS. 

DITCH with water in it, and mud at the 

- bottom. There lay in the mud two frogs’ 

eggs, tiny round balls of clear white jelly, within 

each a small green speck, which grew every 

day bigger and bigger till its form was visible, 

just a tail curled round a head; one day these 

uncurled and came out, two round fat blobs, 

heads and stomachs all in one, decorated with 

beautiful feathery gills, and thin waving tails 

with which they wriggled and waggled in the 

mud. These lively little fellows sucked in all 

kinds of invisible swimmers for food: put a 

drop of ditchwater under the microscope, you 

will soon see what a number of curious dishes 

tadpoles can have for a dinner. They sucked 

up such a quantity that in a short while two 

hind legs sprouted, and their heads began to 

grow away from their stomachs. Then front 

legs. appeared, the gills were gone, in their 

place lungs have grown inside, which is more
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convenient for a life on shore, and less apt to 
catch in things; but these baby froggies must 
now breathe the air, so they crawl out of the 
ditch. Still, until their tails, which are now 

considerably shorter, disappear altogether, it 
would not do to leave the water: a tail is an 
awkward possession when the owner wants to 
hop. It gets trodden on, too. Oh! it may be 
a useful thing to swim with, when you haven't 

any legs, but who ever saw a grown-up frog 
with a tail? Ridiculous! So every time persons 
passed the froggies would scuttle back into the 
muddy ditch to hide themselves, until one day, 
heigh presto! the tails were gone—and together 
they leaped into the wide world free frogs! All 
these strange changes happen every spring to 
millions of young frogs. We, like the frogs, 

must take a leap, over Time, and begin our 

story three years later. 

“Heigh ho!” said the tree frog (it is a 
favourite exclamation amongst all frogs, since 
the days of Anthony Rowley of wooing fame); a 
drop of warm rain had splashed on his nose, and 
waked him up from his winter sleep. He had 

lain unconscious, snugly tucked into a crevice be-
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tween two stones since November, deeply slum- 

bering, and this was March; his nose projected 

slightly from the crevice, a kind of thermometer 

to warn him of the first advent of spring. A 

second rain-drop fell upon the cold little snout. 

“ Heigh ho!” he gaped again, “ that was cer- 

tainly warm,” and he stretched out a leg; the air 

was mild, the sun shining, the shower cloud had 

passed on northwards: it was really spring, so 

out he climbed to take a sun bath the first thing 

after his long lie abed. Had you been there you 

would never have guessed him to be a green 

tree frog, for he was nearly black and quite dull 

looking, instead of green and glistening. 

Froggie was perfectly aware that he was not 

looking his best, so he chose out a bunch of 

tender green leaves and sat on them in the sun 

for two or three hours, to get back his summer 

colour. His skin had the power of slowly 

changing to the colour of whatever he rested 

on, and as green is the dress of the earth in 

summer, green was his coat also, bright emerald 

green, like a leaf with the sun shining through 

it; though, if he happened to squat for some 

time on the bark of a tree or the brown earth,
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his skin would change and assume a hue very 

similar to the bark or the earth. These pre- 

cautions were necessary, as his movements were 

not quick enough for him to avoid an enemy. 

While Froggie sat on the bunch of leaves 

thinking (he did a great deal of thinking) some- 

thing cold and clammy dropped on to his back, 

disturbing his meditations. Calmly raising one 

hind leg into the air, he slipped the burden off 

on to the grass, where it sprawled for a minute 

or so, then righted itself, and apologized like a 

well-bred frog, for such it was. ‘“ Pray excuse 

me, I was just coming out of my hole to look at 

the weather; I was a bit cramped and missed 

my footing. Isn’t the sun delightfully hot! it is 

really spring-time.” Then, fixing her beautiful 

golden brown eyes on the frog sunning himself, 

she exclaimed, “Why, surely it is, no, yes, it 

is my old friend Greedy!” He turned his head 

very slowly round towards her, and after five 

minutes’ staring, his bright orange throat swelling 

larger and larger, like a great soap bubble, he 

croaked out doubtfully, “Fanny?” He was a 

frog of few words. 

“Fanny” and “Greedy ” is the best translation
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“that could be made of their names from the frog 

language, which of course has a different sound 

from ours, making the spelling very difficult. 

The actual names were more like this, 

“ kkrrraaackkkerrarreckkkrrrrkk,” but as the 

word is not easy to pronounce, the English 

translation is substituted. 

  
DELICIOUS DIVES.
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‘Of course,” answered she; “don’t you re- 

member last summer the splendid climbs we had 
together, high up in the tallest trees, catching 

flies in the daytime, and at night the delicious 
dives deep down in the water-tank, rising from 
time to time to sing in a chorus with the other 
frogs on the surface. On the hop, day and 
night, no wonder we were so sleepy when 
autumn came.” 

_ Greedy made room for F anny on his leaves, 
and they sat there side by side, growing wider 
awake and greener every minute, till at length 
there was so little difference in colour between 
leaves and frogs, anyone passing would never 
have noticed the two. Fanny was very chatty, 

and told Greedy all her 
Be dreams through the winter, 

“__} what she couldn’t remember 
she invented; he thought 

ARS ese’) them extremely interesting, 
al but perhaps you might not, 

so I won't repeat them. 

\ 
v i zi 

gat Presently a fly buzzed past. 
«“ 4] ” PLIES,” CROAKED Flies,” croaked Greedy, 

GREEDY. hoarse with emotion; “come
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on, Fanny,” and away they hopped to feed, 

a little clumsy at catching the first few, being 

out of practice. Fanny admired Greedy’s large 

mouth immensely: he could snap up a fat 

old bumble bee, then close his lips up tight, 

gulping the morsel down with protruding eyes, 

instead of sitting gaping, like a post office slit, 

for some minutes afterwards, as most frogs do 

with such a mouthful; his stomach was sting 

proof. But Fanny, if accidentally she caught a 

bumble bee, would put it out again at once, 

turning her pink tongue out after it several times 

with every expression of the deepest disgust. 

Greedy admired Fanny’s agility, and her slim 

figure and cheerfulness. They both had curious 

shaped toes, which enabled them to cling to the 

steepest rocks and the trunks of trees without 

falling. The toes had no nails, were round and 

flat like a sixpence, and when pressed against 

anything the middle could be drawn up, leaving 

the edge touching, so that no air could get into 

the hollow ; thus they held on, just as a tumbler 

does to your face, if you press it over your 

mouth and breathe all the air out of it down 

into your lungs. I know you have often done
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that, and got a fright when it would not come 

off. 

Evening fell before the two frogs were tired 

of catching flies; even then Fanny had to 

persuade Greedy that the powder on moths was 

indigestible, for he was beginning again on 

those, and would have kept up the game through 

the night. “How hot leaping makes one,” 

said Fanny. The feeling must have been a long 

way inside of her, for she was cold and clammy 

to touch. ‘“ How delicious to take a plunge 

into the deep cool water,” she continued, which 

showed it was the truth that she certainly felt 

  
GREEDY SUGGESTED THE OLD TANK.
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warm somewhere within. Greedy suggested 

the old tank at the bottom of the terraced 

garden; they made their way thither; even had 

they forgotten the road it had been a simple 

matter to find it, for the sound of familiar voices 

led them. “Hark! the singing has begun,” 

cried the delighted Fanny, leaping lightly and 

fast, wild to join the chorus. 

They reached the edge of the old tank; tufts 

of maiden-hair grew between the stones, and 

hung over the water, which, where one could 

see it, was dark and deep, but the surface was 

covered with a carpet of emerald slime, a kind of 

floating plant that grows rapidly on all stagnant 

water. Fora minute a dead silence reigned, the 

tank seemed empty, but the sharp brown eyes 

of Greedy and Fanny saw it was not so. Stick- 

ing up through the green slime were a dozen or 

more heads of precisely the same emerald colour, 

only a practised eye could detect them. Sud- 

denly one croaked, then others joined in, 

swelling their orange throats nigh to bursting. 

All over the tank rose the drum-cracking chorus ; 

they were singing, as Fanny called it; she and 

Greedy did not hesitate a moment longer on the
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brink. Flop, flop, two little splashes, two dark 

holes in the green carpet side by side, both had 

plunged to the bottom of the cool, deep pool. 

Shortly afterwards two more green noses were 

poked up through the floating weed. All 

  

POKED UP THROUGH THE FLOATING WEED. 

through the night sounds of wild revelry rose 

from the tank, which ceased only with the dawn. 

It was a week later, the sun had set; crawling 

along the edge of the tank on hands and knees, 

in the twilight, were two figures, one holding a 
long-handled shrimp net. A faint whisper from 
the one, “Where?” a soft, low answer from
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the other, “ There,” while a finger pointed out 

a green head on the surface ; then a sudden dip 

of the net. What is that wriggling in it, covered 

with slime? It is the agile Fanny! Oh! how 

she struggled and kicked !|—quite uselessly, she 

was tied into the corner of a handkerchief, while 

her captors lay still and silent, waiting, but not 

for long. Her faithful friend Greedy rose to 

the surface, loudly croaking for his lost Fanny. 

Down came the shrimp net and missed him; 

it only knocked his nose; he dived promptly, 

but grief was greater than fear, five minutes 

later he rose again, chanting a requiem over his 

lost love in the music of which he was master. 

Out flashed the net a second time, swept’ him 

up, and he soon found Fanny in the handker- 

chief. It is not quite certain, but it is shrewdly 

suspected, that, rather than this, he would have 

preferred mourning for her in the tank. He 

did not tell her so, which is to his credit; we 

must not blame him, for who of us is complete 

master of his thoughts ? 

Together the tree frogs journeyed in a pickle 

jar to England, where they passed the summer 

in a fern case. Mostly silent by day, at night
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they would talk of old times ; some one listening 

to their conversation took notes, and translated 

their long croaks. 

So now you know how this tale came to be 

written.



PISTIL THE PEACE-MAKER.



  
A SWEET PEA.



PISTIL THE PEACE-MAKER. 

“ Dear children, before T begin, run into the 
garden and gather cach a sweet pea to hold in 
your hands while [ read you this little tale; By 
Jou cannot find sweet peas bring the white flower 
of the vegetable pea. Ah! I see you have found 
sweet peas, how delicious they are! sit close round 
me here tn the shade, that I may smell them as I 
read.” 

le was a summer night in an old cottage 
garden, the air was filled with a delicious 

scent from the honeysuckle in the hedge, much 
stronger now than it had been in the daylight. 

Some people imagine flowers do not feel 
or think, but those who love them understand 
their ways better, certain it is the honeysuckle 
knows a thing or two, and throws out extra 
scent at night when the moths come out, because 
these insects alone have tongues long enough to 

€
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reach its nectar. On this night there were 

scores of moths fluttering about the creeper, 

each slender proboscis unrolled and thrust far 

down the tubes of the long trumpet blossoms. 

The fat old bees’ tongues were much too short, 

besides the bees were all asleep having worked 

hard in the daytime, and so the cunning honey- 

suckle waited till its friends the moths were 

awake, and then scattered broadcast the scented 

invitations to the feast. 

For it reflected, “If I don’t have visitors I 

shall have no fine scarlet berries in the autumn, 

and I shall feel so dowdy beside this stuck-up 

haughty old thorn hedge, which I can see 

already will be very dressy this year. I myself 

prefer graceful form to brilliant colour, but one 

must be in the fashion.” 

Alongside the garden path stood a row of 

sweet peas; under the hot sun during the day 

the whole garden had been perfumed by them. 

It was about their blossoms the hive bees, the 

bumble bees, and other wild bees had been 

busy gathering sweet stuff to make honey with. 

Now one scarcely perceived any scent, the sweet 

peas were sleeping through the dewy night.
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Stay though, they are not all asleep, for some- 

body stooping over them heard in one pink 
blossom the tinkle of tiny voices, and listened 

to hear what the matter could be. It was the 
stamens all talking at once, nine golden heads in 
a row all wagging together, and the tenth above 

nodding approval. The bodies of these nine 
little brothers were soldered together and grew 
in the shape of a trough, or dish, in which lay 
a pool of sweet syrup. The other brother grew 
by himself, like a lid to the dish, and sheltered 
the trough from showers. He went by the 
name of Number Ten. This is what the listener 
heard : i 

“ Did you ever hear of such conceit?” chorused 
the nine noisily. ‘‘ These wing petals say they 
are the most important of us all because they 
are like a butterfly, and our family, Papilionacez, 
derives its name from the resemblance.” 

“Oh! there is no end to the vanity of petals,” 
said Number Ten; “ why the top petal has just 
been telling me he is the only useful member of 
our community, because he is the flag that 

shows the bees our flowers. This way to the 
nectar, eh!” mockingly continued Number Ten,
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“lazy fellow! why he can’t even secrete nectar, 

which in many flowers is the duty of petals: 

ours leave even that to us.” 

Here the languishing tones of the standard 

petal made themselves heard. He always spoke 

of himself in the plural tense, saying he was a 

Royal Standard, but the others knew the real 

reason, which was, that though he looked like 

one petal, he was really two welded together. 

“We are beautiful, in that lies our utility. 

The work of reproduction belongs to commoner 

clay. Ours is that perfect spiritual life which 

exists on an intense appreciation of its own 

loveliness. Make us ugly and we die.” 

He became faint and drooping at the bare 

idea ; the wing petals fanned him gently till he 

revived, apologizing thus as he raised himself: 

“It was the hot sun to day which affected us, 

we felt quite faded and knocked up at sun-down, 

all our crispness was gone.” 

“The sun was very hot to-day,” exclaimed 

the nine stamens at once, they always spoke in 

a chorus; “it gave us such splitting headaches.” 

The listener saw that this was actually true, 

for each little hammer head was really split
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open and dusted with gold powder from in- 
side. 

“ What I say is this,” continued Number Ten, 
he was apt to grow argumentative, ‘why have 
we got to do everything, make nectar and pollen 
too, while those idle petals only spread them- 
selves out in order to look beautiful, forgetting 
that their ancestors were stamens once long ago ; 
if we chose to shirk our duty we could be petals 
too.” He was suddenly interrupted by his nine 
brothers shaking with laughter. 

“Ha! ha! ha! listen to this, the keel petal 

says he is useful as well as beautiful, because 
he is the boat which holds us and Pistil.” 

The keel petal grew white with anger at their 
derision, his colour did not return even when 

the wing petals, his greatest, fastest friends, took 

up the cudgels in his defence, declaring that it 
was quite true, and adding spitefully that some 
persons’ heads were so light they held nothing 

but dust. The dispute was waxing warm when 

suddenly the green calyx snarled out between 
her five teeth: 

“Now then, I should like to know who it is 

holds all the family together? Why, without
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me you are undone; the first little breeze, 
heigh! presto! off fly four petals and ten 
stamens to Jericho!” a 

A silence fell on the wranglers; then the 
listener heard a soft, low voice, it was the Pistil 

speaking, she had not hitherto joined in the 
dispute raging round her. She lay within the 
hollow trough formed by her brother stamens, 
her head raised a little above theirs. 

‘We all help one another,” she said ; “ that is 
the way in which the best work is done. You 
flag and wing petals attract by your beauty and 
scent the visits of the bees, and they, on alight- 

ing, step on the wings which press down the 
boat petal in which we are hidden. As the bee 
sips the nectar in your trough, my brothers, he 
powders my sticky head with pollen brushed 
from another pea blossom, while you, my merry 
men, dust him again with yours. Then each 
little pollen grain pours its fluid down my throat 
into my body, and causes my seeds to grow 
and swell. There is not one of you I could 
spare, brothers,” continued Peace-making Pistil ; 

“it is very kind of you all to surround and 
guard your little sister, I shall tell my peas when
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they have grown ripe to bear just such perfect 

flowers as this blossom of which we each form 

part.” 

When she ceased the gallant little stamens 

pressed closer round gentle Pistil, the petals in 

their turn clasped the stamens tighter and more 

tenderly, while the calyx pinched its bravest to 

keep them all together. The family was once 

more in harmony. 

Deep silence and heavy dew lay over every- 

thing, then came the sound of a footstep stealing 

softly down the garden path. The listener 

was gone.
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THE SPIDER MOTHER. 

“ Children, have you ever counted how many 
legs a spider has? Look at this one, you see 
there are eight, all spiders have the same number. 
Now, bring me a fly or a beetle or a grasshopper 
or a butterfly, you will only find six legs on any 
one of these. Thus you may at once recognize 
a spider from a true insect; another difference 
as that the spider's body ts of two pieces and the 
ensect's of three. What a number of different 
varieties of spiders there are; count how many 
sorts you see the next time you are out for a 

walk; and what a number of eyes they have: 
some eight, some six, some four, a few only two. 
You can find out a spider's family name by the 
number of rts eyes and by the pattern in which they 
are set. The little gray lady about whom T shall 
tell you had erght ; looking at 

her head through a magnifying om & 

glass I knew what she was Y Qe 2 

when I saw the eyes set thus.”
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AETWEEN the 
geranium plants 

in a conserva- 

tory was stretched 

an untidy tangle 

of silken threads, 

here lived one 
summer a fat little gray spider. One might 
wonder how she could climb so well on these 
slender threads, but I may tell you her tarsi 
(she called her toes by that name) were 
each armed with two hooks which helped her 
to hold on. She had spun this web herself
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from the silk inside her body, which she drew 
out of the six spinners at the end of her ab- 
domen and twisted into firm strands with her 
legs. This little spider was very quiet in her 
habits and very fond of her home, which she 
seldom left before she married and never after- 
wards; for amongst her species it is the lady who 
builds the home and invites a husband to live 
with her. The family name of this fat little lady 
was Theridion, it was not she who told me so, — 
but a clever French gentleman called Monsieur 
Simon who lives in Paris, and has written 

volumes and volumes about spiders. 
In her gossiping maiden days Mrs. Theridion 

used to say she was descended from a Greek 
goddess, who wove beautiful tissues, but this 
was only a legend. I think she knew better 
than to believe herself of immortal descent just 
because she and all her relatives had the same 
name as the goddess Arachne. The fact is 
her species existed before history was written,- 
and the Greeks, admiring the spiders’ industry, 
named a goddess after them. But you might 
shout all this as loud as you pleased, Mrs. 
Theridion would never understand your lan-
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guage, and would only get agitated at the vibra- 
tion of the voice in her web, thinking there was 

an insect caught somewhere, out of the range 

of her eight eyes. 

  

SIT AND THINK AND THINK. 

There is no doubt she used to sit and think 

and think in that tangled web of hers, till her 

thoughts were in as great a confusion as her 

web was. She was of an artistic temperament, 

and followed no set lines in making her snare, 

she only cared for free weaving and hated 

geometrical spinning. 

‘*T would as soon live in a wheel,” she would 

remark to her neighbour, Miss Epeira, whose
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ideas were different, and whose web was a 

pattern of neatness and regular set design. 
Fach eye that looked on Mrs. Theridion’s snare 
could read a different meaning in the misty 
tangle of threads, diagonal, perpendicular and 
horizontal, crossing and inter-crossing at all 

angles, full of suggestion, pattern melting into 
pattern, all delightfully uncertain, and incomplete 
as a morning dream. What amaze! Only the 

. clever weaver 

/ f could find her 

way about 

without de- 

stroying the 

threads. Cer- 
LB. Sar tainly no fly 

ey who ventured in ever 
a found the right road out 

again. 

Mr. Theridion was red- 
dish brown, and very 
much smaller than his 

MR. THERIDION was gray wife. After their 
eee eS wedding he used to sit 

talking to her in spider language, which we 
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SIT TALKING TO HER IN SPIDER LANGUAGE. 

cannot understand unless we have studied spiders 

for a very long time. He was most attentive 

at first, but later he was away a great deal, often 

visiting neighbours and sitting gossiping for 

hours on their webs. His wife could see him 

from where she sat, and would often watch 

him, for having eight eyes in her head it was 

not easy for him to avoid the focus of all of 

them, however much he tried. He fell out of 

favour at last with his vagrant ways, as you 

shall presently hear. 

Mrs. Theridion one day spun some bluish- 

gray silk in the form of a little balloon, laid a 

hundred and fifty eggs in it, closed up the end
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LIKE A REAL LITTLE BALLOON. 

with more silk and suspended it in her web in 

an upright position, as though the threads just 

kept it from floating into the air like a real 

balloon. This was her first cocoon, of which 

she was pardonably proud; moreover, the hard 

work gave her a tremendous appetite, and the 

first fly which buzzed into her snare was sucked 

till but a speck remained. Still she was hungry. 

Two flies came blundering in together. It was 

interesting to see her bind first their wings, then 

their legs, to render them motionless, then hang 

D
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one in her larder while she fed on the other. 
Now comes the worst side of the spider mother’s 
character: let us whisper it, “she was a cannibal.” 
Three of her sisters who ventured in on visits, 

  

HANGING UP IN HER LARDER. 

after she began making cocoons and laying eggs 
in them, never returned to their homes, and 

were afterwards seen .by a neighbour hanging 

up in her larder, while she was observed to suck 

their juices with as much calm enjoyment as if 

they had been merely blue bottles! It is shock- 

ing to have to relate this, but it is perfectly 

true. Before long there were three cocoons in 

her web, one of which, the last she had made, 

was full of shiny hard white eggs, another was 

filled with young spiders, quite colourless, and
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showing as yet no movement or sign of life; the 

third, which was the first made, was crammed 

with little living spiders of a pinkish hue. They 

had torn a small hole in the top of their silken 

nursery, through which they ran in and out, 

hanging in clusters about it. 

  

ADVANCING NEARER WITH EACH STAMP. 

Matters were thus when one day little Mr.’ 

Theridion looked in to see how they were all 

getting on. Hardly had he set foot upon the 

first thread of his wife’s web than she knew it, 

and rushing down from her post near the 

precious cocoons, stamped several times warn- 

ingly at him with her front pair of legs, advancing 

nearer with each stamp, till, as he didn’t go 

away, she suddenly pounced on him and boxed 

him violently. Terrified for his life, he made 

off as fast as possible, leaping and tumbling from
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leaf to leaf, trembling in every one of his eight 

legs, till he got to a safe distance from his angry 

wife. 

‘“ Never,” he sobbed passionately, ‘“ never 

shall I try to be domesticated again; she de- 

serves to be deserted: it is very hard to be 

treated so cruelly.” Eight tears welled up in 

his eight eyes and rolled off on to a fern, so that 

  
“TOLD ME ABOUT THE THREE COCOONS.”
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someone coming into the conservatory thought 

the gardener had been watering the plants. 

Presently his passion cooled, he felt ashamed 

and hoped that none of his four hundred and 

fifty children had seen the quarrel. Some of 

them were too young to notice, he thought, and 

the others were too busy playing about; but it 

was a humiliating position for a father. 

“It is certainly some time since I was last at 

home,” he reflected, “in fact it was an acquaint- 

ance who told me about the three cocoons, and 

pointed them out to me from her web; perhaps, 

after all, Mrs. Theridion had a little right to 

feel annoyed that I had not been near her for 

so long: I will go and make it up with her.” 

So back he climbed, humbly, to the edge of her 

web and began his explanations. But she did 
not even deign to listen to a word, simply 

stamped at him, and then made such a warlike 

charge that he dropped off and took to his tarsi. 

Possibly a glance at his big wife’s larder had 

something to do with that hasty retreat. Arrived 

at a place of safety he heaved a deep sigh, and 

went away to take up his old wandering life and 

wild ways.
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There is no doubt that Mrs. Theridion was a 

very careful mother, she never left her family, 

and protected them from all enemies; but my 

opinion is that she liked them best when they 

were eggs, before they came out of the cocoons. 

In those days she became extremely agitated if 

an attempt was made to touch them, but her 

affection certainly waned when her children 

came out and could drop on their own threads. 

She gave them no food, and, as far as one could 

perceive, no advice; she passed the hours silently 

day after day, near the full cocoons, now and 

again weaving a new one, and laying more eggs, 

or adding a fresh lot of tangles to her web, 

which stood in need of repairs often, after the 

combats she engaged in with the different 

insects caught in it. 

An earwig which got snared one day 

threatened the whole fabric with destruction, so 

clumsy were his struggles to be free, but she 

tackled him, won the battle, and sucked him 

dry ina day. Meanwhile her young spun them- 

selves a little maze and hung about their web in 

festoons, and scrambled among the threads 

within an inch or two of hers, but she never
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offered them a suck at any of her captives; 

perhaps she knew their tender little mouths 

could not bite her coarse food. 

Time passed on, whether Mr. Theridion was 

tiring of his gay life I know not, but one day he 

recalled with a sudden pang of reproach his 

deserted wife. It may have been also that he 

felt feeble and remembered that home was the 

heaven of the sick, anyhow he turned his erring 

steps towards the familiar web, and mounted 

slowly through the fatal maze. He trod it 
without snapping a thread. So gently did he 
advance that his spouse, who was musing above 

her sixth cocoon, did not rouse herself from her 

reverie till he stood close to her. Then she 
turned, and, with fire flashing from her eight 

eyes, demanded the reason for this intrusion, 

emphasizing her words with a passionate stamp. 

True to the instincts of her sex, she never 

waited his reply, but fell in a fury upon her 
husband. She fastened her fangs in him, 

poisoned and bound him, and without more ado 
ate him up. What a terrible sight it was! 
Little wonder that the next day some of the 
largest amongst the young spiders chose out
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their smallest brethren, killed them, and sucked 

them dry in imitation of their mother. 

She sat there and said nothing; it may be 

she understood that for some to grow big others 

must be sacrificed. It may be that the sight was 

painful to her; for she was a devoted mother : 

it is possible that she longed to interfere, but 

dare not for fear all should perish of hunger. 

This massacre went on for days, till, at last, 

of a hundred and fifty tiny spiders there remained 

but five. These had changed their skins several 

times and were grown quite big; they left home, 

doubtless feeling a little nervous of their fierce 

little mother, and span webs of their own not 

far off. Meanwhile their empty, crumpled silk 

nursery hung amongst the others which the spider 

mother still silently guarded. Was she silent 

because she was sorry, or had Mr. Theridion 

disagreed with her? I like to think that regret 

had some share in her broodings. Certainly she 

ate less and seldom moved. 

Long afterwards, late in the autumn, some 

one came to look at her. The six cocoons still 

hung in the web, but they were empty, all her 

children had deserted her. And the plump gray
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spider mother, where was she? Could that 

shrivelled-up motionless object below the co- 

coons be she whom we knew so well? Yes, 

old Time had done his work, she would never 
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THAT SHRIVELLED-UP AND MOTIONLESS OBJECT. 

move again. When the gardener came to take 

away the geraniums and put chrysanthemums 

in their place, she fell and mixed with the dust.



  
 



MY LADY CHRYSANTHEMUM ; 

OR, 

THE BOASTFUL OX-EYE.



  
SNAPPED OFF AT THE MIDDLE HUNG THE OX-EYE.



MY LADY CHRYSANTHEMUM; 

OR, 

THE BOASTFUL OX-EYE. 

“Children, I am going to tell you about a 
chrysanthemum, a sort that grows wild in 
England, not the giant ones like huge sea ane- 
mones over which people held a jubrle a little 
while sence. I don't care much to see flowers 
cultivated to such extremes. I am told these prize 
blooms have so many florets that they positively 
require a coiffeur, like a lady of fashion, and he 
dresses their heads most carefully with zvory 
curling tongs, an ivory tail comb, and a camels’ 
har brush. I believe you had rather nurse used 
a soft camels’ hair brush on your head instead of 
dabbling tt so hard with that bristly one, ch? Tell 
her next time she brushes your hair to dress it 
with the same tenderness bestowed by the gardener 
on his finest show chrysanthemum. The tale ts
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called—‘ My Lapy CHRYSANTHEMUM; oR, THE 

BoastFuL Ox-Eve.’” 

BROAD hay meadow in early June, knee 

deep in tall grasses and buttercups, on the 

outer edge of it, here and there, blazed a scarlet 

poppy. Not far from the hedge-row a bunch of 

ox-eyed daisies grew amongst the tall grasses, 

their heads held high ; one ox-eye was fully open, 

and about her was a certain haughtiness of de- 

meanour—very different from the humble ex- 

pression of her little dwarf cousins who dotted the 

neighbouring pasture where the cattle browsed. 

There was a gap in the hedge where the old 

Scotch fir grew, and through it one could see 

the cheerful round faces of the little daisies 

turned up to the sky. The tall grasses bent 

before the soft breeze. 

“ Don’t,” said the Ox-eye, reprovingly; “ your 

glumes tickle me.” 

“ Bend yourself then,” whispered the grasses. 

“| won't,” answered the Ox-eye; “I am not 

so weak as to be swayed by every breath of air,” 

which was true, for she was far too stiff. The 

buttercups were more good-natured, and bent
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with the grasses; there was a great deal of 
bowing and scraping in their vicinity and no 
complaints. The grasses were really glad of the 
breeze ; they had just been wondering how they 
should manage to set seeds in time for the hay- 
making if the still weather continued. The 
pollen hung thick on their stamens, ready to be 
blown off into the air, there to float till it fell on 
the funny feathery stigmas that waved above. 
Now quite a little dust arose. Grasses take 
rather a pride in arranging these matters, as the 
Scotch fir and other big trees do, independent 
of insects or aught but the wind, growing the 
same sort of smooth dry pollen, a kind that 
carries well through the air. The ox-eyed daisy 
was staring through the gap in the hedge at her 
humble cousins, she was the eldest of her family, 
being the only full-blown daisy on the plant, all 
her sisters, still wrapped up in their involucres, 
were in various bud stages. Therefore she 
took the lead on all occasions, and would give 
the others her notions of the world (which to her, 
as to some of us, meant her own immediate sur- 
roundings), and of matters in general, in a dicta- 
torial, elder sister's, not-to-be-contradicted tone.
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“Our little cousins over there don’t keep 

themselves so white as they should do,” she 

remarked in a loud voice; “some of them have 

disgracefully pink edges: with the heavy dews 

we have had lately I really think they might 

have managed to keep themselves a pure white.” 

The Ox-eye’s bud sisters hung their heads, 

ashamed of these rude remarks, which could 

certainly be heard in the adjoining pasture; 

they could not convey reproof in any other way, 

not being old—that is, open enough to speak up. 

But the old Scotch fir resented the insult to his 

little crimson-tipped favourites, and rustled his 

needles in high dudgeon, and a few expressions 

such as “ Impudent huzzy,” “‘ Horse-gowan,” 

and the like, reached the hayfield from over- 

head. 

Ox-eye pretended not to hear, but she changed 

the conversation all the same in a hurry, she 

was rather afraid of receiving a fir cone on her 

head, there were a few left on the tree from 

last year. 

“Shall I tell you what I am like?” said she 

condescendingly to her sisters; “as your eyes 

are shut you can’t see, so I will describe myself.
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Imagine a crowded bed of flowers, five hundred 
yellow florets in the centre, each a perfect flower 
in itself, with perianth, stamens, and pistil, and 
even a calyx. Surrounding these are twenty- 
hive white beauties having pistils but no stamens, 
called ray florets, forming a white fringe, all so 
closely set that each touches each. My white 
ray florets are really perfect in texture and 
purity, if you could only see the whole effect, it 
is of surpassing loveliness. You must not think 
this is only my opinion, for the bees, the butter- 
flies, the flies, and even the beetles, are con- . 
stantly whispering the most flattering things to 
me, when they come for a sip of nectar, or a 
dust of pollen. In the matter of nectar they 
say I am about the most generous flower they 
visit, each yellow floret being simply brimming. 
And I must say they help themselves freely, 
but so also do I to the pollen on their legs 
whenever I get a chance, and have any stigmas 
pushed up ready to receive it. You will see I 
shall set every seed ; I know how to go to work. 
Push up the pollen first off the stamens ready to 
be carried away by the insects; later on up 
rises the pistil to receive a dust of pollen off a 

E
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distant ox-eye from a bee. Oh! few would 

suspect the tricks and traps of flowers and 

their cunning ways. We trade in pollen with 

other ox-eyes and make the bees and flies our 

parcel post. Yes, we are a regular mutual aid 

association.” 

There was a right-of-way through the meadow, 

Ox-eye had seen the postman pass across it, and 

had caught scraps of conversation from other 

people as they walked along, from the parson, 

the doctor, and the sexton, which accounts for 

her being rather “grown up” in her talk, and 

sometimes making observations too deep for 

ordinary flower-intelligence to fathom. 

“ Do keep your glumes out of my eye, that is 

the second time I have had to complain of them.” 

Ox-eye snapped out this last remark at the 

grasses, which only waved and shook the more. 

“It is the wind, we cannot help it,” they 

whispered. 

“ Keep your dust to yourself,” she continued, 

pettishly, “my own ray florets will be smothered 

with the nasty stuff. How untidy you are, 

scattering your pollen like that! So wasteful, 

too,” she added.
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“We have plenty,” answered the lively grasses, 
their spikelets shaking with breezy laughter. 
‘We can spare you more, gentle Ox-eye. 
Here!” With that they shook a shower over 
her into the air, but most of it floated away. 

“Don’t call me by that vulgar name; pray 
recollect in future my true title is ‘My Lady 
Chrysanthemum, ” she replied with the utmost 
hauteur. 

The grasses positively rippled with laughter 
at this and bobbed about her, singing sotto voce: 

“Oh mow me flat and strike me dumb! 
A Japanese chrysanthemum 
Ln English hayfield deigns to £row, 
ffa-ha, ha-ha! Ho-ho, ho-hot” 

The Ox-eye scorned to answer another word, 
with much dignity she slowly turned her back 
on the teasing grasses, and spread her face to 
the sun; he was moving round and she always 
liked to keep her eye on him. A sudden idea 
struck her: 

“Why, sisters,” said she, “I am the image of 
the sun, bright yellow middle, rays and all! We 
must be related, and if he be the king of the 
sky I am the queen of the meadow.”
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“ Stop, stop,” the words came murmuring up 

the meadow, from grass to grass, as each gave 

the other the message. “Another lady down 

here claims that title |” 

“Who aspires to usurp my throne?” de- 

manded Ox-eye in frozen tones, stiffening 

visibly. 

“ Meadow Sweet,” whispered the grasses. 

(You who have listened on a breezy summer 

day know that grasses can only whisper or 

murmur. The ox-eyed daisies alway stop talk- 

ing when they hear children coming, for fear of 

being picked, that is why you don’t know the 

sound of the daisies’ voices.) 

“Can’t you see her?” the feathery grasses 

asked. ‘There, down near the hedge at the 

bottom.” 

“T can smell her,” rudely replied the Ox-eye. 

(Amongst flowers it is not considered polite to 

refer to a neighbour’s scent, the best-bred 

blossoms never do so.) ‘‘ Strong odours are so 

vulgar,” she continued, with a sniff. Com- 

paratively scentless herself, she was intolerant 

of scent in others; it was a charm with which 

she could not compete, for if she possessed any
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odour at all it was of a disagreeble rank nature. 
She differed widely in this respect from her little 
cousin, the turf daisy, who has a deliciously 
dainty little scent of her own, which she will 
breathe on you when held close under the nose 
to have her stalk slit for a daisy chain; though 
she has not the power of throwing her scent to 
a distance as some flowers can, such as the 

violet and the hyacinth. 
“Meadow Sweet is the queen,” the grasses 

whispered all over the meadow, till the air was 
filled with the sound. The bees and flies buzzed 
the same words, while the butterflies as they 

flitted overhead unrolled long tongues at Ox-eye, 
till the humiliated flower urged no longer her 
claim to royalty. Indeed, for some little time 
her attention had been distracted by a strange 
uncomfortable feeling about her waist, that is 
about half-way up her stalk, which was bare 
with scarcely a leaf on it, so that by bending her 
head she could easily ascertain what was causing 
the disturbance, but her proud nature forbade. 
She preferred to ask one of her sisters, who was 

just unfolding the first florets of her white screw, 
showing the gold eye peeping. Ox-eye appealed
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to her, begging that she would glance down and 
explain the reason of these strange sensations. 
The opening bud obeyed and mumbled some- 
thing. ‘Speak out clearly,” cried the anxious 
Ox-eye; “I can’t hear.” 

“A slug,” blurted out the other, shuddering, 

as another white floret flew open. 

The Ox-eye shrieked hysterically. “Take it 
off! take it off! I shall be undermined; oh! do 
take it off.” Nobody stirred, the slug continued 
to gnaw. “It is very hard to be cut down in 
my prime, think of the loss to the field.” 

Dead silence amongst the grasses, the wind 
had died away. She appealed imploringly to 
the sun, but he slipped behind a cloud. The 
situation was desperate; suddenly out flew a 
blackbird from the hedge, chattering and scold- 
ing, and making such a fuss because his wife 
had sent him out to find dinners for their nest- 
lings; dropping on to the ground close to the 
Ox-eye he hopped up at the slug, seized it, and 
flew back to the hedge. 

“Saved!” with what a sigh of relief Ox-eye 
uttered the word ; she was still standing, but her 
stalk was eaten half through, with difficulty she
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-kept up her dignity and her head. Her temper 

was not improved by this trouble, she fretted 

and complained to all around, and requested the 

Scotch fir to restrain his resinous odour for it 

made her faint. (It might have been an acci- 

dent, but almost immediately a cone dropped 

within an inch of her head.) She told her sisters 

sharply not to be so pushing, one of them was 

nearly up to her level; and she was more than 

usually snappish to the easy-going grasses. 

If only the wind and rain would keep off, she 

thought, she could maintain her position, but 

presently the lull ceased, the cloud burst, and 

on came the tempest. When the heavy shower 

had passed over, snapped off at the middle hung 

the Ox-eye, head downward, on her broken 

stalk. 

Up the meadow wandered a murmur till it 

reached the nearest grasses: ‘‘ Meadow Sweet 

says you may be queen if you like, she only 

cares to be named Sweet.” But the honour 

came too late, a crown won't stay on a head that 

is upside down; fallen from her pedestal of 

ambition and pride hung my Lady Chrysan- 

themum, limp and dejected. As the sun was
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setting the kind little daisies in the pasture 

beheld through the gap in the hedge their tall 

cousin’s mishap, and closed their eyes on the 

pitiful sight. It is thought they must have 

wept in their sleep, for when their eyes opened 

next morning in each stood a crystal drop.



THE “VAPOURER” MOTH. 

(Orgyia Antigua.)



  “(Larva of Orgyia Antiqua, the Vapourer Moth.”



THE ‘“VAPOURER” MOTH. 

(Orgyta Antigua.) 

BEAUTIFUL caterpillar was stretched 
on a fading rose bloom, enjoying the hot 

sun on her perfumed bed. No vulgar desires 
of appetite marred the languor of this perfect 
repose, all was couleur de rose, odeur de rose. 

“ Never again shall the verb ‘to eat’ be con- 
jugated ; here, here to end one’s days in a long 
odorous dream of forgetfulness; presently, in 
case of a shower, to wrap oneself softly up in 
two or three pink petals and look on the world 
through their rosy light.” 

Thus mused the furred beauty. Pleasure is 
an eternal day that knows no morrow. Perhaps 
each minute of this drowsy rest was to the 
caterpillar as a lifetime to us, so we cannot 
measure the length, or breadth, or depth of it, 
nor feel pity when nature urges the necessity
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for labour. Can the spinning of that white silk 

shroud among scented petals be so called ? 

Inside this delicate nest what need now for 

the many-coloured furry coat, which hitherto 

was a protection and a defence? A little split 

and it is cast, and neatly folded up at the foot of 

the bed; through the white silk muslin gleams 

the nervous, naked, creamy skin. As we gaze 

it darkens, and before long is black and motion- 

less ; and so through the long night of change. 

What is this funny, fat, furry little brown body? 

It has just come out of that silk muslin bed 

which the caterpillar spun a month ago. Is ita 

moth? If so someone must have clipped the 

poor thing’s wings off, or have they never grown? 

Madam, go back to your nest, I am afraid you 

have come out before you were ready, for your 

legs also seem far too short and too close to 

your head to balance such a heavy, fat body, 

and to drag it about. There! just as I spoke 

she was nearly over, how clumsy and awkward 

her movements are! Can those ridiculous little 

dots of things on her back which she is con- 

stantly lifting be meant for wings? Does the 

desire to fly exist while the means are wanting ?



  

“Black and motionless.” 

  

“Is It a Moth?’ 

  

“Meant for wings 2.” 

  “*T will leave you,”
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Poor little moth, why did you leave your muslin 
home? better, like most of your sisters, to stay 
for ever there, and lay your eggs within it; 
better never to visit the world of air into which 
you long to rise, yet cannot! Nature has played 
an ugly trick on you, bereft of the means of 
flight, she has left you muscles to move the 
rudiments of those wings that are not, and the 
ambition to soar. Can so dull a changeling 
really be that brilliant red-spotted caterpillar, 
with lines of gold and tufts of silken hair, which 
lay, steeped in perfumed luxury, on the fading 
scented rose a month ago? Ah, well! we will 

not reproach you, no doubt you have some end 

to serve. Here isa merry brown moth winging 
it airily in the sunshine, light as vapour, he has 
vanished. Over there is something like a dead 
leaf on that rose stem; no, it is alive, and is 
away dancing into the air again, up and down, 
light as before. Strange! he seems to know 
this humble little dull brown body, and flutters 
to her more than once; one might almost think 
he admired her. It is said there are none so 
plain but that somewhere in the world will be 
found someone to think them even perfect.
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Though this brown fellow flies in the daytime 

he-is a moth, this I know because his antennz 

taper off to a point, instead of being club-shaped 

at the ends like those of the butterflies. And now 

that I look close at this wingless little lady, I see 

that, though quite unlike his, yet her antennze 

also taper. She has forgotten her desire to fly 

into the blue sky, for here is someone who has 

come down to tell her all about it, and has 

whispered that it is far sweeter here amongst 

the fallen roses, therefore she rests content. 

Well, Madam, I wish there were more people 

in this world like you, in spite of your homely 

looks and awkward gait; we cannot all soar, 

and it is useless to waste precious time over 

vain endeavours and regrets. Better to learn, 

as you have, to shape our desires to our cir- 

cumstances. 

Now I see you are going to be busy laying 

eggs, so I will leave you. Next year I am 

afraid there will be too many “ Vapourer” 

caterpillars on this rose tree.



THE WEDDING OF THE FLY 

OPHRYS. 

(Ophrys Musctfera.)
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THE WEDDING OF THE FLY 

OPHRYS. | 
(Ophrys Musctfera.) 

HE grew just on the edge 

   

                          

   

of a fine beechwood at the 

top of a long sloping chalk down. 

There, summer after summer, 

the Fly Ophrys spread her quiet 

beauty to the sun, but no notice 

was taken of her by a single in- 

sect of the thousands that buzzed 

and hummed and trumpeted over 

the sunny dry down, with one 

exception, when a small 

slimy snail crawled over 

her and gnawed pieces out 

of two or three of her 

blooms. That season she 

positively rejoiced when 

fading 

tele 

came, 

so mor- 

tified. 

was
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she over her worm-eaten appearance. On the 

sloping down grew dozens of different flowers, 

thyme, gentian, cowslips, clover, were amongst 

the many in bloom this fine May morning, and 

these in bygone summers had often sharpened 

their wit on the lonely condition of the Fly 

Ophrys, asking how many seeds she intended 
setting, and if her capsules split from the top, or 

the sides, or how; teasing the poor Ophrys, who 

could not tell, for she had never had one. Every 

autumn she retired for the winter into her root, 

seedless and childless (for the seeds are the 

children of the plant) to dream hopefully of next 

year. 

To-day the Ophrys could see from her top- 

most blossom how the whole flowery slope was 

alive with insects humming in and out of the 
flowers, but none ever came to her, and she felt 

hurt, sad, and neglected. In vain, from day to 

day, she hung out pleadingly her dark purple 

tongues, not a bee buzzed within a foot of her. 

The clever little Fly Ophrys had arranged a 

neat little trap for the first insect which should 

alight on one of her tongues, and thrust in his 
head to hunt for nectar; loudly his friends would
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laugh when he flew back to them, for, when he 

drew out his head, two little yellow horns would 

be fixed on his forehead making him look like 

a fierce old billy-goat. Or it might be he would 

only have one, like the unicorn which fights for 

the crown. On an arch exactly over the root 

of the tongue stood two sentry boxes; within 

each was a yellow horn standing up, ready to 

jump out the moment anything touched the 

spring at the bottom. Let an insect’s head be 

thrust in, and out would fly the gummy, sticky 

discs or feet, cement themselves to it, and 

behold him decorated! Slowly then the yellow 

horns would bend down, till at the next bloom 

the insect settled on, they, entering first, would 

rub off their golden pollen on to the sticky stigma 

inside: thus would the Ophrys accomplish her 

design, and set her capsules. If no insect came 

to touch their springs the two pollen horns re- 

mained for ever imprisoned. If the insect flew 

straight home after the first visit there would 

be a fine laugh at his odd appearance, till, in a 

rage, he would tear off the horns with his front 

legs. 

Our poor little Ophrys kept up heart in spite
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of her solitude, and at last she heard a little 

hum close by. It was a visitor announcing 

himself! She, looking at 

him, thought for a brief in- 

stant it was one of her own 

blooms on the wing. 

She counted care- 

  

| fect. And he was really 

\ 4 coming toher! Poor little soli- 

\A ~ tary plant, she had often 

\\\ SS dreamt of an insect alight- 
SS! 

\\ ing, attracted by her 
   

    

   

    

false nectaries, ex- 

pecting food, and 

for such a chance 

THAT PIECE OF PINK CLOVER,
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had laid her innocent trap; for, if he only took 
the trouble to bite through the nectaries, the 
juice was very sweet. But of course it was not 

ready flowing, as in the clover for instance; ah | 
that piece of pink clover, over there in the grass, 
would no longer be able to jeer at her, and call 
her unattractive and peculiar. Though no beauty 
herself, the pink clover had heaps of visitors. 
She generally lured them through their stomachs, 
as she was simply overflowing with sweet syrup; 
but she put all her popularity down to her per- 
sonal charms, as the rich are apt to do. 

The Fly Ophrys once hinted it was only cup- 
board love which brought the bees to the clover, 

causing her to redden deeply with annoyance. 
She had a clumsy-looking head, and nothing 

irritated her more than to be mistaken, as she 

constantly was, for one of the Composite, or 
daisy tribe, whose family scent she cordially 
despised. 

“Can’t everyone see,” she would say, “ by the 
shape of my florets, that I am one of the elegant 
family Papilionaceze ?” Then she would loudly 
claim cousinship with a purple vetch, as it 
trailed down the slope.
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The hum drew nearer and nearer; thrice 

happy Ophrys! Here was a slender winged 

creature who from pure admiration, not greed, 

had come to call. She received her visitor with 

much dignity, scarcely inclining her head as he 

settled on her lowest bloom, clasping the purple 

tongue with his delicate legs. 

All he whispered to her was a secret; not 

even the clover, who grew nearest and was 

listening with all her florets, could hear a single 

word, and she became quite envious because of 

the long stay the visitor was making. 

‘“ Heis avery thin fly,” she remarked, scoffingly, 

to a bed of thyme near; “he won’t grow fatter 

by stopping there. She has no nectar.” The 

thyme laughed till she was blue in the face at 

the clover’s undisguised jealousy. In doing 

so she breathed out such a strong perfume 

that in a minute several bees and flies were 

humming over her. A cheery little plant was 

the thyme. 

“ You see,” continued the clover, “she has no 

scent either. What can the attraction be? He 
looks very like herself. How sly of her to 
imitate him so exactly. Of course he was
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flattered. I thank the mild breezes of spring 

my nature has not these wiles. Though some 

of my family, the pea for instance, take pride in 

a fancied resemblance to butterflies, I myself 

heartily despise such stratagems. But I will 

admit, however pleasant I make myself, no one 

ever stays so long with me. A sip from two or 

three florets, and then off without so much asa 

compliment on my nectar, or a ‘thank you.’ ” 

This with a toss of her pink head. Nobody 

listened to her; the flowers and insects were too 

busy interchanging politenesses to pay attention 

to the clover’s grumblings. 

The fly still clung to the Ophrys, and, the 

wings being closed, the resemblance to the bloom 

above him was now complete. At last all the 

flowers on the slope began talking of the pro- 

longed visit, wondering whether, for once, the Fly 

Ophrys would set some seed, and discussing 

amongst themselves as to what shape her cap- 

sules would be. The gossip flew from perianth 

to perianth as the flowers disputed the fly’s 

species; one said he was not of the fly but of 

the bee family, a Hymenopteron ; others, better 

informed, pointed out that he had only two
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wings, whereas a bee has four, therefore he was 

one of the Diptera. The fact was, Professor 

Teasel sometimes gave lectures on entomology ; 

his commanding position on a very tall stalk, 

four or five feet high, permitted his voice to 

reach all over the slope. Thus, though his 

lectures were usually given late in the summer 

and continued through the autumn, the tones 

of his voice were so penetrating as to arrive at 

the roots of those flowers that had done bloom- 

ing. In this manner the flowers had learnt to 

recognize and classify their visitors, a know- 

ledge which interested and amused them in wet 

weather when there were none. 

On this lovely day, just before twelve o'clock, 

if you listened attentively, you might hear a 

perfect buzz of conversation all over the sunny 

down. Can you distinguish what the fly is 

murmuring to the Ophrys? Lie on the grass 

and listen to his little droning trumpet. 

“ Beautiful fly, are you a flower? Lovely 

flower, are youa fly? I had thought you one, 

only that you are so still and will not mount into 

the air with me; but since you cannot fly I will 

become a flower and settle here for ever, to live
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with you. Speak, does it content you to have 

me always?” 

The Ophrys swayed with emotion. “ Yes, 

yes,” she whispered; “but first you must be- 

come a flower-king, I will crown you.” As she 

spoke the two discs touched his forehead and 

were cemented firmly to it. Behold he bore 

two golden flower horns! Then he laid his head 

in the heart of the Fly Ophrys, and their union 

was complete. The sun became very powerful. 

The hush of midday stole over the slope; 

through the stillness, from a distant coppice, 

rang a soft delicate peal from the fragrant 

hyacinth haunt within.
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THE IMPERTINENT EARWIG 

AND THE 

GARRULOUS GREEN PLY. 

NCE there was an Earwig which lived in a 

beautiful rose garden; he had inherited 

all the worst traits of his family, and was of an 

extremely prying nature. Nothing was sacred 

from his nose, the smaller the hole or crevice 

the more likely was he to poke his head in and 

wriggle his body after it. As for his constitu- 

tion nothing seemed to injure that; the more he 

was flattened out with dead weights the better 

pleased he was, and he looked on drowning as 

a pleasant sleep. This characteristic he had in- 

herited from an ancestor who once 

passed a whole summer in a bath- 

towel, being daily shaken into the 

bath, passing for dead, then, afterit passinc FoR 

was emptied, he would crawl back DEAD. 
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to the Turkish towel and resume his reflections. 

Once a fortnight he went to the wash in the 

towel, which to his hermit nature was a trial ; 

but he always returned to the familiar towel- 

horse unchanged by this vicissitude, his hard 

skin polished and shiny, his pincers in battle 

order. Of course his last day came, and he 

went, like everybody else, but not before he had 

left a race to perpetuate his hardy endurance. 

The special descendant of his of whom I 

speak would often boast of his famous ancestor 

to his distant cousins the grasshoppers, when 

they were wont to vaunt themselves, and show 

off their agility; for I must tell you this Im- 

pertinent Earwig did not lack envy amongst his 

bad qualities. He would tell them also about 

his great grandfather, who had lain half an hour 

under water in a finger-bowl on the dining- 

table; for he kept high company, and he had 

been making a night. of it with some friends. 

To all appearance he was as dead as last year’s 

leaves when one of his companions picked him 

up and held him to the candle-flame; in a few 

seconds resurrection took place, he wriggled 

violently, and on being set down on the table-
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cloth started off at a run as active as ever. 

Thus would the Earwig ramble on about his 

ancestors, often not observing that his listeners 

had hopped off, not being very interested in 

these family records, perhaps also having heard 

the tales before. Now Mr. Earwig had two 

wings, though few knew it; he was rather 

ashamed of them perhaps for they were kept 

packed in minute folds under two hard covers 

on his back; and if ever he used them it was 

always at night, when no one could see how he 

unfolded them, nor, when he alighted, how he 

tucked them back again, though it was sus- 

pected that he managed this delicate matter 

with the aid of his flexible abdomen and pincers. 

One dark night the windows of the house which 

stood in the rose garden where he lived shone 

with a rosy light, and he could see they were 

open. Suddenly the two hard shields on his 

back sprang upright, and from underneath ex- 

panded two fine gauze wings, so light it seemed 

impossible they could lift such a long cumber- 

some body, but they did, and poised on them 

the Earwig flew in to the rosy light. He alighted 

ona table, and on perceiving there was company,
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instantly folded his wings out of sight, then, 

with that familiarity which was his great failing, 

he immediately ran onto a white silk gown, 

actually disporting himself on a lady's knees, for 

a minute or so unperceived. Presently he was 

pointed out to her, and she uttered piercing 

shrieks till someone seized him between a 

savage finger and thumb, so he described the 

action afterwards, and, administering a severe 

pinch to his abdomen, flung him out of the 

window back into the garden, onto the hard 

gravel path. Mr. Earwig made off, with a fine 

stomach-ache and a firm resolve to leave society 

alone for the future. After all, he reflected, a 

rose petal is more beautiful than the finest satin 

gown. Out on the path sat a fat toad, eating 

woodlice, and grinning from ear to ear at our 

Earwig’s discomfiture. 

“ Gaping rustic!” muttered the Earwig, then 

hurried into a crevice before the toad could snap 

him up for his impertinence. Here he smoothed 

down his shiny suit over his disturbed interior, 

and remained for some time absorbed in bitter 

reflections. Certainly he felt ill, that was a 

painful nip, who knew, it might be the death of
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him, others of his race had ended in that way. 
A gloom settled over his spirits, and had cousin 
Cricket chirped to him just then Mr. Earwig 
would scarcely have made the usual pert reply, 
which was to run at him with his tail curled up, 
snapping his nippers. Presently, however, he 
took a more cheerful view of things; he dis- 

covered a dead ant in the crevice and commenced 
to feast, forgetting his griefs. When an earwig 
can get meat he won’t eat vegetables, as our 
friend was wont to remark with truth. Profiting 
by his recent lesson, Mr. Earwig was less pry- 
ing and interfering; for awhile matters went 

smoothly, he had one or two narrow escapes in 
the strawberry border from being trampled 
into the soil, but he mostly kept to his duties, 
eating beetle-grubs, etc., seldom venturing into 

the fruit. But a spell of dry weather brought a 
scarcity of animal food, and one day he made a 

raid on a rose tree, and, climbing to the end of 

a branch, was venturing to enter a beautiful 
bloom, when a voice from the petals forbade 
him to commit such a sacrilege. 

‘Who are you?” quoth the Earwig, as he 
raised his nippers threateningly. 

G
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VENTURING TO ENTER A BEAUTIFUL BLOOM. 

“One of the Imperial Guard, stationed here 

to defend the Empress of Flowers,” replied the 

_ voice. The Earwig looked about, and pre- 

sently perceived a small bronze object on the 

edge of a pink satin petal. 

“What are you?” he asked contemptuously. 

“A green fly,” answered the sentinel. ‘Aphis 

is my Latin name. The gardener calls me ‘that 

dratted blight, but he is ill-tempered. The 

ants love the juices I leave about, and often 

stroke me to persuade me to give them more. 

Oh! I am very popular with everyone but the .
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gardener, who, as I say, is a surly fellow. When 

I think of his syringe and the soap and water, 
prrr... the shivers run down my back.” 

“Not much of a name ‘Aphis,’ but quite 
enough for such an atom as you,” replied the 
Earwig. ‘Allow me to introduce myself,” he 
added, with tremendous unction and much 
mouthing ; “ Mr. Forficular Auricularea.” The 
Aphis attempted to repeat the name but his 
mouth was not large enough, and, after stam- 
mering “ Forky, Forky,” once or twice he de- 
sisted, saying it gave him a pain in his mandibles. 

Uncertain if this were truth or satire, Mr. 
Earwig raised his abdomen threateningly. 

  
“YOU NEEDN’T SNAP YOUR NIPPERS AT ME.”
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“Well, you needn’t snap your nippers at me. 

I have two horns on my tail, too,” said the 

Aphis. 

“ But you can’t move them,” sneered the Ear- 

wig. “Call yourself a green fly, indeed, why 

you are brown, a light brown; look in that 

dewdrop.” 

The green fly did so, and was shocked to 

perceive the change in his appearance, his soft, 

verdant coat was now a shiny bronze brown. 

“J don’t understand it,’ he sighed; “I have 

never been this colour before. I was pink once 

when we all lived on that lovely tea-rose shoot, 

ah! but as we moved off to the lower leaves we 

changed to a tender green, which is the family 

colour. I believe that dewdrop is dirty, and 

can't reflect a clean image. After all, light 

brown satin is as fine a texture as green velvet, 

makes as good a coat, and is less common wear 

amongst our people.” Here the Earwig made 

a movement towards the rose. 

“ No, you shall not creep into this lovely rose, 

I am here to guard her, and I will; though for 

some reason I am a little stiff at turning myself 

now. I, who have partaken of her hospitality,



  ‘*We changed to a tender green which Is the family colour.”
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“NO, YOU SHALL NOT CREEP INTO THIS LOVELY ROSB.” 

and eaten of her leaves, will shed my last drop 
of juice in her defence! Besides, this pink rose 
may become a crimson hip, and the seed may 
spring up and give food to my great, great 
grand-children ; in our family we always look far 
ahead.” Here the Aphis became diffuse, as 
many excellent persons will when launched into 
family history. He mumbled and rambled on, 
rather to himself than to the Earwig, seeming 
quite absorbed in his subject. 

Mr. Earwig seized the occasion, slipped
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between the rose petals, and soon was snug. 

The Aphis awoke to the fact that an enemy 

had passed his guard, he tried to move, but 

a strange helplessness possessed him, he could 

only think. Presently he could not even do 

that, there was a curious stir in his inside, 

shortly after a tiny hole was punctured in his 

back, and from within emerged a miniature 

black fly with four gauzy wings; for a few 

seconds it paused, raising them once or twice, 

then, stretching them wide, flew away, leaving 

the Aphis dead, an empty bronze case stuck to 

the edge of the rose petal. Mr. Earwig, no 

longer hearing the voice, ran out to peep, and 

‘seeing the Aphis still and stiff, laughed and 

chuckled, “Ha, ha! a fine sentinel!” then 

wriggled back into the recesses of the rose, 

meaning to feed on her heart at his leisure. 

But the dead Aphis stuck to his post. 

Now this rose garden had several attendants 

“constantly watching and working in it; the 

bronze object on the rose petal attracted the 

attention of one of these. 

“ See,” she remarked to her companion, “ one 

of the Hymenoptera, a Braconid, has laid an egg
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in this aphis, the larva has fed and developed 

inside of him. Look through this glass at that 

tiny hole in his back, the imago or perfect fly 

emerged there.” At this moment the prying 

Earwig poked out his inquisitive head. ‘I 

declare a horrid earwig has dared to lie in this 

-beautiful bloom! Out you come!” And, suiting 

the action to the word, the attendant shook out 

Mr. Earwig on to the ground and stamped on 

him.
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THE WEEVILS AND THE WASP. 

N a long border full of lilies and roses and 
many other flowers stood a tall plant; it 

looked rather out of place there, for besides 
having but small insignificant flowers the leaves 
had a very rank disagreeable smell. The only 
explanation of its presence in such smart company 
was, that the gardener, deceived by its height, 

judged the plant to be of importance, and did 
not root it up as he should have done when 
weeding the border. Its name was Scrophularia 
Nodosa, but that is much too long for everyday 
use, so we will call it figwort, which is the 

English name. For three successive years this 
figwort lifted its head every spring, and bloomed 
with its fine companions through the summer ; 
I should say it tried to bloom, for a more miser- 
able object than it appeared by the end of July 
could scarcely be found in life, it was just a 
collection of straggling stalks and skeleton
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leaves; all this was the work of hordes of weevil 

larve. 

The weevil is a small beetle with a long sharp 

nose. Every summer the plant was simply 

covered with numbers of this parasite, which 

were born on it, and lived and died there. Out 

of all those beautiful flowers in the border to 

choose just this one evil-smelling plant! Truly, 

there is no accounting for taste; perhaps, to 

these little gray long-nosed weevils it smelt like 

violets | 

One day, in early summer, a large Queen 

Wasp settled on the figwort in search of the 

honey to which she was very partial, she threw 
a glance over the flower panicles to see how 
they were growing: the buds were just appear- 
ing, a Weevil was perched among them busy 
laying an egg. The Wasp watched her, and 
calculated that it occupied her five minutes by 
the sun. ‘ Weevils are so slow!” she scornfully 

remarked; “such a simple matter would not 

take me five seconds.” 

Presently the Weevil went downstairs, that is 

to the lower leaves, and immediately afterwards 
a peevish voice rose, apparently from one of the
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flower buds: “There, mother has been and 
laid another egg close alongside of me, it is 
most inconsiderate and unkind, how can she 
expect us all to find food and to grow, crowded 
together like this! all along the border I can 
see so many beautiful flowers to choose amongst, 
tasting deliciously I am sure, yet she persists in 
laying us all up here, clustered in a bunch.” 

The Wasp listened in great astonishment, she 
had never in all her life heard a bud speak 
before; she buzzed on to a leaf close by and 
began counting the buds, saying, “ What a nice 
lot of flowers there will be on this figwort! My 
eyes and antenne, what a feast by-and-by for 
me!” To be quite sure of the number, she 
began greedily climbing over them to count 
again. Suddenly her tarsi stuck. “What is this 
nasty gummy stuff on my legs?” she hummed 
savagely, flying down to a leaf and trying, by 
scraping her legs together, to get rid of it. 

“Why, it isa cheat! Those are not buds; at 
least half of them are nasty slimy grubs of some 
sort, and I was looking forward to getting such 
a stomach full of honey in a few days. I know 
that sharp-nosed Weevil has something to do
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with playing me this trick.” She hummed more 

and more shrilly. ‘Take care, madam, | have 

not forgotten how you cheated me yesterday 

morning, when you so cunningly imitated an 

open figwort blossom, tucking in your legs and 

antenna, and feigning death. You old fraud, I 

had got my tongue on that spot on your thorax 

before I perceived it was not the flower anthers! 

But for that steel armour of yours I had spitted 

you through with my sting! I would have you 

know that a Queen Wasp is an Amazon, and 

carries a sharp sword in her tail to fight her 

battles with.” Here her voice rose almost to a 

shriek, then she paused for want of breath, and, 

to illustrate her words, pierced the leaf through 

several times, startling some brown, sticky, older 

larvee which were feeding out of sight at the 

back. From the larve amongst the buds 

above arose a little clamour of complaint: “Oh! 

she trod on me,” “and me,” “my purple coat is 

torn,” “and so is mine,” “why did mother tell 

us we should be quite safe up here if we only 

imitated the colour of the buds.” 

The little Weevil mother crawled up to pacify 

them ; she said it was an accident and not likely
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to occur twice, for, look, the Wasp was still 

cleaning their sticky coats off her legs, and it 
would be a lesson to her not to intrude again. 
The Queen Wasp looked up very fiercely at 
this, but, remembering the Weevil’s invulnerable 

armour, changed her intention, swallowed the 

insult, turned up her antennz scornfully, and 
flew away. 

A few days later some of these little purple 
larvee climbed lower down the plant, and changed 

the colour of their coats from purple to brown, 
but remained as sticky as ever. This was a 
great advantage in windy weather, as it saved 
them from being blown off the figwort. One 
day a restless little larva fell off his leaf and 
tumbled slap on the top of his father’s back : 
father weevil said never a word, but just gave 

himself a violent shake and flipped the intruder 
off onto a leaf, where he promptly stuck. 
“Thanks to my jacket,” as he laughingly said 
so soon as he had got back his breath. 

The days passed on, the Queen Wasp had 
been very busy gnawing rotten wood off the 
trunk of an old tree, to add a wing to her house. 

With her strong jaws she chewed the wood to
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a pulp, and, in building, spread it out thin; when 

dry it was like a sort of light gray paper. The 

house hung in the centre of a thick gooseberry 
bush, and being as yet small, had escaped the 

gardener’s notice, luckily for her. Some people 

might have thought her attractive, with her 

black and yellow striped body crawling over 

her pale gray home, but I don’t suppose the 

gardener would stop to consider whether she 

was an ornament to the garden if he happened 

to catch sight of her and her nest. I rather 

imagine he would only say, “‘ Them nasty wasps 

will be a-getting at my peaches directly,” and 

bring the paraffin can at night, pour some over 

and make a bonfire. Sooner or later it would 

certainly catch his eye, if she continued to 

enlarge her house in this foolhardy fashion. 

But she was one of those people who never 

know when they are not wanted. 

One morning, having a few minutes to spare, 

the Wasp flew to her favourite figwort and 

settled there ; scores of weevils were crawling 

all over the plant in that slow, deliberate fashion 

which marked all their actions. It would be 
difficult to say now what was their chief interest ;
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they never ate, only went for walks on the leaves 
in couples, like the animals in the ark, and 
sunned themselves. They did not amuse the 
Wasp much, but presently she became so en- 
grossed watching the actions of one of the large 
larve that she forgot all about the time and 
everything else. This is what she saw the larva 
doing. He had left off eating, in itself a curious 
circumstance, and was climbing slowly and pen- 
sively up the stalk of the topmost flower panicle. 
“What is he going up there for?” asked the 
Wasp, rather puzzled, “he is much too large 
now to be mistaken for a bud, besides he is the 
wrong colour.” As though he had heard the 
remark, the larva stopped half way up and rested 
in thought, then began to make little convulsive 
movements, as if trying to draw himself through 
an invisible ring several sizes too small for him. 
The end of these wrestlings and strugglings was 
remarkable, for he suddenly slipped backwards 
out of his coat of slime and left it lying in a 
little brown pool in front of him. There he 
stood, a naked greenish grub witha little black 
head. .Then on he climbed again, still slowly. 

“I declare I never saw the like,” exclaimed 

H
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the Wasp. “A moment ago he was the image of 

a slug and now he looks exactly like a caterpillar, 

and moves like one too.” Then she fell to 

wondering if he felt cold without his coat. Pre- 

sently she flew away. Twenty minutes later, as 

she passed again over the same spot, the weevil 

grub was seated in triumph near the top amongst 

the blossoms, and the Wasp concluded that he 

did feel cold, for he began to spin a new coat 

out of his mouth, working himself cleverly round 

and round, to keep himself free in the trans- 

parent-looking case he was building. Being a 

bit of a mason herself, the Wasp observed with 

deep interest the skill of the larva. “He did 

not have any wood to make it of either,” re- 

flected she; “he must have it all inside him.” 

And so he had; wood or leaves, either would 

make silk inside a beetle grub. Seeing it was 

going to be a long business the Wasp departed, 

often returning however to find the grub still 

labouring, till at last, six hours later, all was 

finished, and the larva lay at rest inside a clear, 

smooth, whity-brown pupa case, which was 

firmly fastened to the stem of the flower panicle, 

looking exactly as if it was one of the flowers
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gone to seed. Then the Wasp understood why 
he had climbed up amongst the blossoms. 
Some more larvz joined him, and soon quite a 
cluster of cocoons was to be seen, so that when 

the figwort buds pushed up beyond them and 
opened above, the Wasp, on seeing the mar- 

vellous resemblance, one day exclaimed, ‘Sting 

me, if I had not seen them working with my 
own eyes, I could have sworn they were seed 

capsules.” Fortunately for the pupz they de- 
ceived others, the water wagtail for one; he 

had a nest in the ivy on the summer-house wall 
full of young wagtails, who held their bills open 
all day, no matter how often he poked flies and 
grubs down their throats. If he had not mis- 
taken these pup cases for seed capsules he 
would have taken the lot, but as he had been 

brought up on insects himself, and did not con- 
sider seeds good for children, he left the weevil 
pupee in peace. A fortnight later the Queen 
Wasp happened to fly past again, and saw, 
beneath the pupa case which she had watched 
the larva make, a weevil standing motionless, 

evidently in a deep reverie. She buzzed up 
and put her eye against the side of the clear
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whity brown case; it was empty, and at the 

bottom was a small hole, the larva had changed 

into a weevil inside and come out. “How 

provoking,” said she, “I meant to see exactly 

how the metamorphosis took place, and now I 

have missed it. You nasty forward little thing,”. 

she hummed snappishly, and in her disappoint- 

ment actually called the weevil “a long-nosed 

bug. 

from his reverie, for the Wasp caught some 

” ‘This rude speech must have roused him 

vague muttering about “waists” and “ pinching” 

and “ temper,” so she turned the conversation. 

“What a skeleton this poor figwort is! How 

disgraceful that you and your hordes of relatives 

should treat it so; your cousins, the Emerald 

Greens, who live on the roses, are not so de- 

structive, and are much handsomer than you 

with your dull gray coat. Why you all stop 

here now when there is nothing to eat I can’t 
think. I suppose because you don’t know how 

to fly.” As though her sneer had touched a 
spring, two steely shields rose up right on the 
back of the newly emerged weevil, slowly he 
spread a pair of gauzy wings and took flight. 
If the Queen Wasp had not at that moment
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been so utterly taken aback by surprise she 
would have plunged her sting into the exposed 
body of the weevil; feeling that she had missed 
an opportunity, she glanced round for some 
object to vent her spleen on. An inoffensive 
daddy-long-legs happened to brush past at the 
moment. She pounced on him, and at once 
they were engaged in a royal battle, as his body 
was long and very soft her sharp sword soon 
finished him, and it is wonderful how this victory 
soothed her ruffled temper. That night there 
was a fire in the gooseberry bush, and the daddy- 
long-legs was amply avenged. Better had the 
Queen Wasp taken pattern by the example of 
the clever weevils, who throughout their whole 

lives, from larve to imago, adopted such cunning 
devices to screen themselves from enemies.
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  THE DRAGON-FLY STILL RESTED ON THE REED,



THE VORACIOUS DRAGON-FLY 

AND THE MODEST MAY-PLY. 

EEP, deep down at the bottom of a green 

pool in a slowly-flowing river, a strange 

creature was crawling about. It had a fat ugly 

body, a head with two goggle eyes, six legs, no 

wings, only four stumpy scales in the place where 

wings should be; a queer-looking insect, truly! 

In fact it was mostly stomach, which a tongue 

like a scoop and some very sharp teeth in its 

mouth helped it to fill) The constant occupa- 

  

  

A TONGUE LIKE A SCOOP. 

tion and almost only thought of this dragon-fly 

larva, for such it happened to be, was food: 

so greedy and voracious was he that anything 

tasted excellent so long as it was alive. To
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the larvee and nymphs of other insects, or to 

the tiny fry of fish when just out of the egg, he 
was particularly partial. He had plenty of rela- 

tions living in the same pool with him, to whom 
he was most affectionate so long as they were 

about his own size, but if he chanced to meet 

one smaller, his greedy appetite overcame all re- 
collections of the ties of blood, and he would eat 

his relative without an apology for the cannibal- 
ism. There was no end to his ill deeds through 

this insatiable greed, and in consequence he 

often swelled till he felt-such an inconvenient 
tightness, that he had to retire behind a stone, 

split his skin and come out of it, just as you may 

see a boy unbutton his waistcoat after eating 

too much, only the dragon-fly nymph never put 

his skin on again. 

Perhaps you would like to know how he came 

to be at the bottom of the water? well, his 

mother remembered where she passed her own 

childhood and how cool and pleasant it had 

been, so she laid her eggs on a reed growing on 

the river's brink that they might roll into the 
water ; she died soon afterwards, but as he never 

saw her he didn’t care. Sometimes he would
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wonder what she was like, but it was no use 

wondering, he could not remember. Every time 

he burst his skin a feeling of buoyancy came over 

him and a sense of smartness certainly not war- 

ranted by his appearance ; but after all, we are 

as we think we are, not as others think us to be. 

One day, after a very full meal of May-fly 

nymphs, he split his skin and crawled out, but 

strange to say he did not feel so light as usual, 

he was rather languid and dreamy. Still 

more curious, he had lost his appetite, he was 

not even tempted by a water-shrimp, which he 

could generally manage after the largest meal. 

While in this unusual state he crawled onto the 

stem of a water-lily, and sat there half asleep, 

rocked by the swaying of the stream. Close by 

on the same stem he perceived another water- 

nymph, very like himself only more slender, 

feathery and graceful. He knew the flavour 

well, it was his favourite dish, a May-fly nymph ; 

but now somehow he felt more inclined for con- 

versation than for eating. The nymph seemed 

nervous at the sight of such a rapacious near 

neighbour, and cast a pleading glance at him. 

He reassured her, and said magnanimously,
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‘Keep your life, mine does not require it, I 
have got beyond the age for stuffing at all hours, 
and mean to go in for regular meals, and it is 
not dinner time. How old are you?” 

He meant to be agreeable, but manners were 
not taught under water. 

“I don’t quite know,” said the May-fly nymph 
hesitatingly, “a year or two, I might be three 
this spring.” 

‘Bless my tarsi!” said the Dragon-nymph, 
and nearly slipped his hold of the lily stem in 
his astonishment. “What an old maid you are! 
And how many times have you moulted ?” 

This was rather a delicate question, but as I 
have told you, he was a rude fellow, 

The May-nymph blushed a little as she 
answered shyly, “I am afraid I have lost count. 
I know it must be twenty-five times or more.” 

“You must be greedy to burst your skin so 
often,” was all he remarked. 

The May-nymph felt deeply offended, her 
feathery plumes waved rapidly, but she said 
nothing ; to tell the truth she was a little afraid 
of the ugly thing. 

A long silence ensued ; then she said timidly,
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“You know we are cousins, I too am one of the 
ancient family of Neuroptera, the Ephemeridze 
—an elder branch,” she added with a certain 
dignity. 

“Ah! that is why we are so much alike,” said 
the Dragon complacently. In her secret heart 
the May-nymph entirely disagreed with him as 
to the likeness between them, but she dared not 
say So. 

Again a pause, the lily stem swayed gently 
with the current, the hot sun overhead poured 
through the water and made it quite tepid. 
Presently the Dragon-nymph spoke again. 
“How stifling it is!” he complained, “I 

declare one can hardly breathe, the water is so 
heavy to-day.” He began to move slowly, 
crawling higher up the stem so as to have less 
water on the top of him. The May-nymph 
stayed where she was, watching his movements 
uneasily. 

‘Don’t be nervous,” said he, squinting down 
at her, ‘even if I were ravenous I should want 
a juicier meal to tempt me than a dried-up old 
nymph like you,” and crawled on; a bubble 
floated up from where she sat, when it reached
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his ear these words came out of it, ‘‘ I wonder if 

he knows what an ugly fat horror he is.” 

The Dragon was furious, he had two minds to 

go down the stalk again and eat her up for her 

impudence, as he called it, forgetting his own 

rude remarks, but the water grew heavier and 

heavier each instant, he felt he must have air or 

die. Up, up the stem he climbed right out into 

the sunlight, onto the lovely white floating lily- 

cup. Never had the nymph dreamt of anything 

so beautiful. 

“ Away with slimy waters, give me air and 

earth!” he exclaimed, and as he swelled with 

enthusiasm a small split rent his back near his 

head; he at once put his head out, the rest soon 

followed through the same hole. Then he 

crawled to the edge of the lily and leaning over 

gazed at his image in the water below. What 

a change! Was that slender-bodied, green and 

blue shimmering metallic fly, indeed himself? 

Yes, he recognized the goggle eyes of his family, 

he still had those. “Ah! if that May-nymph 

saw me now,” said he, and turned to look at his 

empty case—stiff, ungraceful, ugly, yes, he 

almost agreed with the nymph.
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RECOGNIZED THE GOGGLE EYES OF HIS FAMILY. 

Folded neatly in a couple of packages on his 
back were two brown flattish objects, which he 
had commenced to expand. 

“They seem rather crumpled,” he said to 
himself ; but with some pains and trouble, in 

about half an hour, the objects had stretched 
into four splendid rainbow- coloured gauze wings, 
so transparent one might see through them, so 
strong they would carry him anywhere he was 
certain. As he stood in the sunlight, glittering
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bronze, blue, and green, on the gold centre of 

the lily, lazily raising his rainbow wings, suddenly 

the old voracious appetite welled up in him, for 

though his form was changed his nature remained 

the same; a swarm of gnats were hovering over 

the water, a little way off, he spread his wings 

and was amongst them in a second, Darting 

hither and thither he caught them with his hairy 

legs, rapidly threw them into his powerful jaws, 

and swallowed half the swarm in no time. 

Larger prey met his eye, he soared like a hawk 

and was out of sight in a moment. 

It might have been two or three weeks later, 

one evening when the sun was setting, the 

Dragon-fly happened to be hovering near the 

spot where he was born to beauty, when he saw 

a swarm of the most beautiful, delicate, fragile 

creatures dancing in and out of the shadow and 

sunbeam; he had fed well that day so he settled 

on a reed and watched them. 

Lightness of movement and graceful flight 

always compelled his admiration, sometimes it 

must be admitted whetted his appetite, for the 

more difficult the chase, the more delicious 

seemed the morsel to him; but just now it was
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sufficient enjoyment to watch the fairy flight of 

these air-dancers. Now and again two would 

meet and touch, then one of them would seem 

to drop onto the water and float lightly on the 

current. Once or twice when this occurred there 

was a splash, then some circling rings drifting 

wider and wider over the water: a trout had 

snapped up the winged dancer. Close by was 

a water-beetle looking on too. The Dragon-fly 

asked him what these lovely flies were, he 

cautiously scuttled under water before replying, 

then popped out his head, shouted ‘‘ May-flies,” 

and dived. The water-beetle had intended 

flying far over the meadow that evening himself, 

but, after seeing the Dragon’s great jaws open 

to speak, he changed his mind, and put off the 

excursion to another evening. 

The Dragon-fly still rested on the reed and 

watched till the air seemed filled with these 

fairy flies, and a-quiver with their movements. 

All sounds grew still, the river seemed to flow a 

long way off, his head nodded, the Dragon was 

fast asleep. Towards dawn he dreamt of his 

life in the waters and the things he ate down 

there, then of the May-fly nymph. The first 

I
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ray of sunlight touched his dark green body, 

immediately it glittered blue and gold, and he 

awoke hungry as ever and flew off to hawk and 

hunt. He had swallowed a few trifles, half-a- 

dozen bluebottles, and an alder-fly or two, when 

he espied a lovely, attractive fly ascending and 

descending with a perfect balance. The slender 

body was a pale yellowish-green, and was 

finished. off at the end with three very long 

delicate feathery tails. Where ad he seen those 

three quivering nervous feathers before? In 

some previous existence? He scratched his 

goggle eye with his hairy front leg to stimulate 

memory; then he clapped his wings together. 
‘My dream!” he exclaimed, “the dried-up old 

nymph under water.” Yes, no doubt this grace- 
ful young May-fly was indeed she. He darted 
after her and hovered above. 

“How do you do?” he called out, “you are 
looking quite young again, how did you manage 
it?” Iam afraid his manners had not improved 
with his personal appearance, nor had _ his 
gluttony diminished. 

The May-fly danced up alongside, she knew 
him at once, by his voice. ‘What a splendid
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fellow you have grown!” she said in admiring 

tones. 

The Dragon-fly’s goggle eyes protruded if 

possible further from his head, as he greedily 

ogled his graceful companion. 

“ How juicy and delicious you look!” was all 

he answered. 

The May-fly had thought him polite and 

pleasant, but this compliment rather alarmed her, 

she was afraid his nature was unchanged. Could 

such a beautiful poetical being still be a slave to 

the low desires of the stomach? She could not 

understand it, for herself she had always been a 

delicate feeder, a vegetarian, even under water. 

Now she never ate at all, but lived on what she 

danced in. She danced a little further off from 

his bold stare, till she became a blur to his 

sight; but he pursued her till the blur cleared 

up to her light form again. She felt some reply 

was necessary to his last remark, silence in his 

vicinity was terrifying, so she hurried to say 

tremulously : 

“You are quite mistaken, I assure you; there 

is nothing in me, only air, I let it out and take it 

in when I sink and rise, thus I dance. See!”
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So saying she executed a charming figure flying 

always further and further, frightened by the 

terrible jaws working above her ; but he followed 
and fairly magnetized her with his cannibal gaze, 

so that she remained poised in mid air unable to 
fly up or down. 

“Do you remember your remark long ago, 
as I was leaving the water?” he said 
meaningly. 

From antenne to tails she trembled. 
“You know I am your little cousin,’ she 

pleaded; vain appeal to the affections of such a 
glutton. The fatal jaws seemed to breathe 
flames over her. 

“I spared you once,” he said, forgetting that 
loss of appetite had been the reason for the 
generosity of which he now boasted. 

“Let me live but one more summer night 
to dance with my brothers and _ sisters.” 

Scarcely had she uttered these plaintive words 
when with a rapid movement the six hairy 
legs caught her up, threw her into the great 
jaws and she was crushed and swallowed in an 

_ instant. 

The Dragon-fly wiped his mouth which her
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tails were tickling, tucked them in, and the May- 

fly was gone. He went off on the wing rather 

unsatisfied, instead of feeling pleasantly filled. 

Was he repentant? Listen to him grumbling 

as he flies. 

“The May-fly was quite right; wind, that is 

all she was made of, I might have left her to 

dance, for all the comfort my stomach gets out 

of her. 

“Ugh! what a cramp.” 

He doubled up as he disappeared.
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THOMISA CITRINA, THE 

ROBBER-MOTHER. 

TALL bed of nettles grew by the road- 

side near the hedge; through the summer 

many had passed by without noticing anything 

unusual about this nettle bed, probably like other 

nettles these would sting well if touched, being 

plants that discourage familiarity. But it hap- 

pened one day that somebody sauntering along 

the road stopped and gazed at the nettles, idly 

at first, then with interest, for there was some- 

thing curious about them: a group of their 

leaves were rolled up in a peculiar way, exactly 

the shape of a fool's cap or a penn’orth of pear 

drops rolled up in a village shop. Somebody 

wondered if caterpillars were the authors of this 

interference with the touchy nettles, and, stoop- 

ing, plucked one of the rolled leaves with due 

caution (not quite believing what had been said, 

that nettles did not sting that month). The
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leaf was carefully fastened up with silk to pre- 
vent it from unrolling, so this inquisitive person 
made a little tear, and peeping through the hole 
saw inside, not a caterpillar, but a pale yellow 
spider guarding a pale greenish-blue cocoon, 
which contained fifty eggs; it was a very pretty 
parcel. On the lemon colour of the spider’s 
body were fine black lines and spots in diagrams, 
with a dash or two of crimson. Near the little 
colony of rolled-up leaves were three rather untidy 
tangled webs, on each of which sat a male spider, 

the husbands of some of those ten snug little 
mothers; they were not nearly so beautiful as 
their bright-coloured wives, being of a duller 
cream shade with many more black markings ; 
they were smaller, too, and as for courage, like 

most of their sex among spiders, they had none. 
So when presently the ten nettle leaves con- 

taining the ten yellow mothers and their blue 

cocoons were one by one nipped off the stem 

by somebody’s finger and thumb, these three 

ungallant cream-coloured gentlemen hurried off 

into the hedge, leaving their wives undefended, 

and deserting their webs, which latter, as you 

have heard, were not a pattern of neatness.
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I am loth to pronounce this flight to be 

wholly due to cowardice, they may have thought 

that wives who sulked by themselves in leaves 

were not worth fighting for; probably, if 

questioned, that would have been their excuse. 

The ten mother spiders were carried off in 

-their rolled leaves and all placed together in a 

glass jar. 

Then a very curious thing happened: I grieve 

to say the effect of the close confinement and 

captivity on one of the mother spiders was to 

turn her into a criminal, she became a robber 

and stole the cocoons from all the other nine 

mothers, and in two or three hours had spun 

them into one large heap at the top of the jar. 

As somebody had made a tear in each nettle 

leaf theft was easy through these holes; after 

all, is there a potent reason for the rolling of 

the nettle leaf and close fastening with silk 

which is the habit of Thomisa Citrina? If the 

tendency to theft is a family failing, handed 

down through generations, her nursery is thus 

protected from attack. The robber- mother 

mounted guard over her bale of cocoons, the 

bunch of stolen families, while the other nine
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unhappy mothers, bereft of their offspring, 
passed the night mournfully suspended by a few 
dismal threads in various corners of their prison. 
When morning dawned the robber-mother still 
guarded the stolen bale of cocoons. She was 
not so handsome, neither was: she so big as some 

of the other spiders, many of whom had beautiful 
crimson slashings on their lemon coloured coats, 
but what she lacked in beauty and size she made 
up for in dash and spirit and criminality; not 
one of them could touch her there, nor did any 
dare approach her. We must suppose that she 
treated the humble appeals of the nine miserable 
mothers for the return of their families with 
disdain and contempt, till at last they ceased to 
plead and bore their sorrows in profound silence; 
not so much as by one sob did these unhappy 
ones betray their feelings. Fancy nine little 
spider mothers sobbing in a glass jar, it might 
have addled all the eggs in the cocoons ; luckily 
they thought of that, and had sufficient self- 
control to prevent the catastrophe. 

One day somebody with a careless movement 
threw the pale blue bale of cocoons down to the 
bottom of the jar. Here was a chance for a
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scramble, but not one stirred; motionless, out- 

wardly unconcerned, the mournful nine watched 

the robber-mother for an hour slowly hauling 

her ungainly and ill-gotten package of ten 

families up to its old quarters at the top of the 

jar again. Her manceuvre so interested the 

author of the accident that, shortly after, the 

cocoons were knocked down again, on purpose 

this time. Immediately the spider descended 

and became absorbed in her task, drawing the 

large bundle up behind her in the centre of the 

jar, attached to the strong silk threads from her 

spinners, shifting it about an eighth of an inch 

with each pull, a lesson in patience and per- 

severance well worthy of imitation. So we will 

credit her with patience and devotion to her 

charges, and, balancing that against her nine 

robberies, conclude she was not altogether a 

bad spider. 

Poor robber-mother, after all she did not live 

to reap the harvest of her crimes, or see either 

her own or her step-children come out; for one 

day a great finger and thumb was poked into 

the jar and caught her up. Afterwards she 

thought she fell asleep among flowers; really
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she had died under chloroform, because some- 

body wished to put her under the microscope for 

classification. One can judge sometimes to 

what family a spider belongs by the fashion of 

her weaving, but that is not a sure guide; for 

instance, these spiders wove untidy snares, like 

the Theridion family about whom I once told 

you a tale, but actually they were not closely 

related, being quite another family, called 

Thomiside. Thomisa Citrina was the robber- 

mother’s real specific or visiting-card name. The 

number of eyes a spider has, also their position, 

is some help to classification, sometimes also the 

number and position of the spinners. Spiders 

have eight or six or four, more rarely only two 
eyes. The day-hunting spiders have shiny eyes, 
the nocturnal, or night-hunters, dull eyes. You 
can see the difference plainly through a pocket 
lens. Of spinners, which are always situated at 
the end of the abdomen, there may be two or four 

or six or none at all, as in the Opilionide family. 
Some spiders have two kinds of silk ; one, which 

hardens directly in the air, they twist into thread 
with their hind legs to weave the web with, the 
other, a more viscous or sticky kind, they dab
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about in spots over the web which serve to hold 
fast the legs and wings of the insects snared. 
Another way of distinguishing a variety is by 
the form of the palpi, or feelers, of the male 

spiders, which are all sorts of odd shapes : later 
you will learn about these when you study more 
deeply the habits of spiders. 

Would you like to hear what became of the 
unfortunate bundle of families when the robber- 
‘mother was removed and they fell, for the third 
time, to the bottom of the glass jar? I may tell 

you that they did not long remain orphans, within 
fifteen minutes of their desertion one of the nine 
bereft mothers had walked off with the whole 
bale. Either she had a wide and warm heart, or 

she had smelt her own cocoon in the bundle and 
considered the task of detaching it from the 
others too difficult, and so adopted the lot; 
whichever the reason was she became step- 
mother number two, and it must be admitted 

had more excuse than the first thief. The new 
mother went through the same performance as 
the last one, drawing the bundle after her to 
the top of the jar and mounting guard there. A 
few days later fifty young spiders came capering
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out of one cocoon, and played about, hanging 

like a little grayish cloud above the other families. 

Now would you not have thought fifty children 

were quite enough to look after without stealing 

four hundred and fifty more to add to them? 

Really, the longer one ponders over it the 

stranger seems the first robber-mother’s thefts. 

These young spiders. were of a bluish tinge, 

slightly darker than the silk envelope which 

had held them, the abdomen was very faintly 

tinted with yellow. One day in their games 

some of these little fellows approached too near 

one of the cocoons; could this one have been 

step-mother number two’s very own nursery ? it 

would seem so, for she flew in a fine frenzy, and 

sprang at the baby spiders, driving ‘each tiny 

intruder away with warlike stamps of her first 

pair of legs. Now a Theridion mother often 

has five or six cocoons in various stages of 

development, and allows her young to clamber 

where they will, never showing fight to her 

children while they are small. Therefore one 

is inclined to think from her unmotherly be- 

haviour that Thomisa Citrina knew this first 

brood were not her own flesh and blood.
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The remaining eight Thomisa Citrina mothers 
passed a solitary and childless existence, each in 

a web of confused untidy threads; sometimes 

water was sprinkled over these, which they drank, 

but a fly put into the jar remained untouched 
by any of the prisoners. A fortnight after the 
Thomiside had been taken from the nettles 
and put in the glass jar, one of the sad little 

mothers hung dead in her threads, enclosed in a 
silken shroud; it seemed unlikely to be from 

hunger, was it from grief? Evidently Thomisidz 
are not such cannibals as the Theridionidz, for 

they neither ate one another nor the young 
spiders. One cannot say whether the sight of a 
plump little husband would have whetted their 
appetites ; we all know that if a mother spider 
has a weakness for, or a hankering after, any 

special delicacy it is husband’s blood. Well, 
well, let them have the benefit of the doubt now. 

A month after their first imprisonment and the 

loss of their cocoons, all eight hung dead, each 

in a shroud of her own spinning. But the ninth, 
she who took charge of the robber-mother’s 
bundle of cocoons, still lived, watchful as ever ; 

did her extensive maternal cares keep her alive ? 
K
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why did she thus outlive all her sisters? Who 

can say. She may have hoped that some 

day the young spiders which now hung in 

hundreds about the jar would be let out to run 

in the nettle bed, and thought it would be time 

enough then for their self-appointed mother to 

set about spinning her shroud like her sisters. 

Or did memory bring visions of old times on 

the nettles, and recollections of a plain little 

husband who lived there, whose mean little 

person she had last seen through the tear in her 

leaf scuttling off into the hedge? Some thoughts 

must have occupied her mind to keep her alive 

till that happy day arrived when the muslin 

cover was taken off the glass jar, and she and 

all the young spiders were shaken out into the 

wide world to seek their fortunes. What a 

scampering there was over blades of grass and 

daisies! But what were the fortunes they found, 

and whether they liked them when they got 

them, can never be told, for nobody ever knew.
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THE GREEN CATERPILLAR. 

SMALL green caterpillar lived in a cot- 

tage garden; he was smartly decorated 

with three yellow stripes, one down the middle 

of his back, and one on either side. A large 

round cabbage was his home, he thought it was 

all the world, his vision was limited, but in truth 

it was not unlike. After all, where each in- 

dividual has his being, is it not the world to 

him? This tiny caterpillar did not know his 

parentage, but we do, he was the larva (amongst 

butterflies it is usual to call their children larve) 

of Pieris rape, the Cabbage White. A butter- 

fly of creamy white with black tips to its wings, 

that you have often raced after with a net or 

your cap in the garden.
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One day a small fly, cousin to an ant, settled 

on the caterpillars back, he resented the in- 

dignity, and asked if she took him for a horse. 

‘There are other four-footed animals that 

carry burdens,” answered the Ichneumon fly, 

  

a 
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ASKED IF SHE TOOK HIM FOR A HORSE. 

for such it was, insultingly; the caterpillar 

loftily ignored the allusion. 

“T wish you would not walk about on my 

back,” he protested pettishly ; “ your tarsi tickle 

so.” The Ichneumon winked at a friend on the 

wing, she knew well what it was that tickled 

him, not her tarsi, though they each had a hook 

on the end. She made no reply, but continued 

to trample up and down the caterpillar, who, 

finding that moral suasion failed to get rid of 

her, tried to turn her off another way, he simply 

walked very rapidly over the cabbage blade on
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which he was feeding, hunching his back very 

high; but though she felt a little sea-sick, she 

held on valiantly, slowly pursuing her course, a 

perfectly straight line up one side. Perhaps it 

was the yellow stripe on the caterpillars green 
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HUNCHING HIS BACK VERY HIGH. 

back which kept the Ichneumon fly so straight, 

just as the garden line helped the gardener 

when he set the cabbages: She seemed to be 

planting something with her tail, for every now 

and then she sat down on the poor caterpillar in 

a way that tickled him mightily and made him
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wriggle, but such is the force of habit he went 

on eating cabbage. She was a long way off 
from his head now, so that it was no use expos- 
tulating with her; she might not hear. Before 

she got to the end of his back, the Ichneumon 
crossed over the middle yellow stripe, and began 
to walk up the other side towards the head, 
tickling in the same way, making the poor fellow 
fidget dreadfully. He waited till she came 
within hearing. 

“Jt is very rude to take a country ramble 
over a person,” he at last broke forth, “I never 
knew any one with worse manners; where can 
you have been brought up?” 

“T think if you knew,” said the Ichneumon, 

“you would scarcely be nibbling that cabbage | 
leaf so calmly.” Thus saying, having finished 
her task, she flew off his back laughing. The 

caterpillar felt a little uneasy in his mind, what 
did she mean ? 

“Conundrums are a poor sort of wit,” said he, 

‘but what can you expect from such an ill-bred 
fly.” He addressed this remark to the public 
generally, as Mrs. Ichneumon was out of ear- 
shot. He never suspected the trick she had
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played him, that each time she sat down her 

sharp ovipositor was thrust through his delicate 

skin and an egg laid, and that, in this fashion, 

as many as twenty eggs had been laid in two 

rows up his back. He forgot her in an hour, 

and went on eating cabbage while the days 

slipped by. There were hundreds of his kind 

  

WENT ON EATING CABBAGE.   

feeding on other cabbages close round, the 

gardener had caught as many as he could see, 

and pinched their bodies till they weren’t likely 

to eat any more, for he wanted some of the 

cabbages himself. He had a powerful flat finger 

and thumb covered with earth, our little friend 

knew the appearance of these two instruments 

of death, and at the sight would hurry on to the 

under side of his leaf, not wishing to shed his
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emerald juice. Several times the green cater- 
pillar changed his skin, coming out bright and 
new, but with always the same pattern of coat. 
He was not so tidy as some of his cousins, who 
would eat up their old coats so as not to leave a 
litter. He and his brethren left theirs lying on 
the spot where they took them off. I know 
some children who do just the same. 

Often he saw fluttering round the cabbage 
world creatures with snow white wings, he 
admired them beyond all others. 

“A caterpillar is of course the most beautiful 
and useful being in the world,” he would remark 

to a companion, “but, if I were not a cater- 

pillar, I think I would 
1% pr choose to be a white Wf 
See s, \ 

S) 

fairy like one of those, 

opening and_ shutting 

my wings in the sun, 

or racing through the 

  

air and hovering over 
OPENING AND SHUTTING another beauty like my- 

MY WINGS. “ 
self. 

Then contentedly the caterpillar fell to on a 
fresh cabbage leaf. His motto was, “ Eat
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when you are hun- 
” gry. 

never 

He certainly 

stinted him- 

self; anyone putting 

an ear near might 

hear the crunch, 

crunch, of his man- 

dibles all day and all 

night. But at last 

the day dawned when appetite waned. 
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HOVERING OVER ANOTHER 

BEAUTY LIKE MYSELF. 

He felt 

a wish to retire from this world of cabbage and 

cauliflower, and to be a hermit. 

his companions had 

already expressed a 

similar desire and 

disappeared, bidding 

him farewell ere they 

crawled downthe cab- / 

bage stalk to make 

their cells. He pre- 

pared now to follow 

their example. 

Several of 

  

APPETITE WANED. 

“ Perhaps,” he murmured drowsily, “while I 

sleep in my cell I may dream that I am a white 

fairy, flitting to and fro in the air.” His move-
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ments were languid, 

an intolerable weight 

impeded them, but he 

managed to reach the 

Y AY va cottage wall, and crawl 

  

halfway up one of the 
ee“ diamond panes in the 

HE MURMURED Drowsity, lattice. There lethargy 
stole over his limbs; 

childhood’s days rose up before him; again he 
was a lively young larva whose legs could travel 
faster and mandibles nibble quicker than those 
of any other of his generation. Ah, yes! that 

day the rude fly settled on 

him, should he ever forget 

how it tickled, how he longed 

to scratch the place and 

couldn’t! Strange, he could 

almost fancy she was there 

  

now; there was adistinct tickle 

“A down both sides of his back 

v at the mere memory. Well, 

SPIN HIS HERMIT hemust not waste the present 

a time thinking over old times, 

he must set to work and spin his hermit cell.
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Here the caterpillar tried to spit up some silk, 

but to his astonishment, none came. 

“Very odd,” said he aloud, “the other day 

my big brother Bill seemed to draw it out of his 

mouth so easily, just turning his head from side 

to side, so,” and he suited the action to the 

words, but not a thread would come up! He 

felt faint and clung desperately to the diamond 

pane; the pricking and tickling continued, he 

counted ten pricks down one side, and ten 

down the other all going at once; it was 

- maddening. Ah! if he could have seen his 

back, how horrified he would have been! Down 

each side of his fine yellow stripe was a wrig- 

gling mass of maggots, twenty in all; they were 

the larve of the Ichneumon fly. Without know- 

ing it the poor caterpillar had been feeding them 

all these weeks inside his body, instead of stor- 

ing up silk there, as he supposed. They had 

gobbled up all he ate, and turned it into silk 

within their own bodies.. No wonder the Ich- 

neumon laughed when she left him such a family 

to nurse. Now, like the caterpillar, they were 

ready for the pupa stage; each had pierced a 

hole through his skin, and twenty little black
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heads were busily twisting round and round, 

spinning bright yellow sticky silk out of their 

mouths to wrap themselves in, with each twist 

working their white bodies further out of the 

poor caterpillar who had kept them so long, 

until one by one all had dropped off, and lay in 

a mass beneath him, each in a separate yellow 

cocoon. Once or twice their poor host had tried 

feebly, with his mandibles, to bite some of the 

yellow silk threads in his struggles to move, 

thinking it was they that held him prisoner ; but 

it was not so, for each larva had most carefully 

avoided attaching any thread to its old friend 

and nurse, heartlessly leaving him without any 

warm silk covering. Selfishly as they had 

stolen all his silk, so they used it only on them- 

selves. 

His struggles were feeble now, only the head 

and tail had any power to move, the centre 

was but an empty skin bag, and was paralysed ; 

he did not know he was dying, and was dream- 

ing happily that he was a white fairy fluttering 

over the flowers; and so he dreamt on, stretched 

above the Ichneumon’s family he had uncon- 

sciously nursed, and knew not when the sun
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set that he was dead, and couJd never rise on 

white wings through the fragrant summer air. 

A breeze arose, and blew him off the lattice on 

to the border beneath, leaving the yellow silk 

patch of Ichneumon cocoons fast asleep on the 

diamond pane. Perhaps some day I may tell 

you their fate. 

A week or two later, “big brother Bill” had 

left his hermit cell, and was fluttering round the 

old cottage garden, a real white fairy butterfly ; 

while our poor friend had shrivelled up and 

disappeared ; but who knows if he was not still 

dreaming of white wings and sunlight ?
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‘HER HOME LAY UNDER A HEAP OF PINE NEEDLES.
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was a wood ant. The true family name was 

Formica Sanguinea, and her own name was 

Hymen; her home lay under a heap of pine 

needles in a pine forest, it looked rather like a 

rubbish heap outside, for besides pine needles 

it was composed of many other objects that the 

ants had picked up and considered valuable, so 

you can understand it was an interesting and 

varied collection. 

This heap sloped with a long and gentle 

incline to the south, where, on a sunny day, the 

inhabitants might be seen busily at work mend- 

ing up land slips and adding to the heap. Round 

towards the north the ant heap had a shorter, 

steeper descent which was grown over with 

mosses, cranberries, bleeberries, and all the 

miniature plants that carpet a pine forest, bind- 

ing and strengthening the little fort. The ants 

rarely ran much about on the north side, it was 

too cold there ; these little sun-worshippers had 

cunningly built their longest slope facing due 

south. Should you get lost on a cloudy day 

in a pine forest and want to know where the 

south is, look at the ant heaps, they will show 

you.
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Once an interfering, unfeeling person cut off 

the top half of an ant heap of Formica San- 

guinea, just to see how it was made, and found 

the centre of the heap was lightly built of small 

fir twigs laid across each other, much as the 

housemaid lays the fire, to let plenty of air 

through, and to admit of the ants passing to and 

fro to the real nest of corridors and chambers 

excavated in the earth beneath this hive-shaped 

thatch. The outer pine-needle wall was much 

more solidly packed, with stones and other 

objects, to give weight to the structure in case 

of a high wind or other disturbance, the whole 

making a big beehive thatch to the real home 

under ground. Small pieces of soft pine resin 

were found in quantities throughout the edifice, 

apparently to serve for food—what a strong 

stomach an ant must have to swallow such 

pungent astringent food ; you have only to taste 

to know how nasty a piece of fresh pine resin is 

to our palates. Yet on the pine trunks above 

may be seen how hundreds of ants have lost 

their lives in endeavouring to obtain it; for, 

while engaged in loosening a sticky drop, down 

comes another from the oozing tree onto the
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same place and seals up the ant for ever. There 

lie the ants in the clear resin like flies in amber, 

and no doubt that is the way the flies got im- 

prisoned ages ago. For amber is only petrified 

pine resin. 

‘It is wonderful what curious objects an ant 

will carry home to build up the heap with, the 

more cumbersome the better, for an ant loves 

difficulties; and if she does not come across any 

will make them, even if she must go far out of 

her road to do so, climbing up tall grasses with 

her burden when it were a simpler matter to 

walk through underneath; or choosing the 

steepest side of a stone, or hauling, pushing, 

pulling, to make her prize go through a hole 

too small for it when there is another larger 

alongside. 

I once saw an ant heap entirely finished off 

with lemming manure, the ants still working 

busily at bringing in the dry droppings. This 

was in Norway, and could not often occur, for 

lemming hordes only come once in five or six 

years. Pine needles are neater and sweeter. 

Right busy and merry was Hymen’s life, 

hunting insects to feed the larve, the idle drones,
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and the Queen, collecting building material, 

scouring the pine forest in every direction. 

Sometimes the worker ants were all told off to 

run up the birch trees and tickle the Aphide 

(green fly) and bring back the sweet honey-dew 

they put out; away they would go in a pro- 

cession, marching in long lines far up out of sight 

on the trunks, out onto the branches where the 

aphis sit sucking the tender leaves. Sometimes 

when Hymen was high up on the tree and could 

see far beneath, a longing to fly.came over her, 

then she would dismiss the thought as unworthy 

of a worker ant, and hurry down. Again, 

though she 

nursed and 

brought up ZY yom 
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and what THE QUEEN’S CHILDREN. an 

an honour and pleasure that was, would there 

yet at times arise within her a longing to have 

an egg of her very own; even though one of the 

oldest ant customs, taught to them all from their 

earliest larval stage, was that the Queen alone 

should lay the eggs; and, unless fed on royal
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food and developed into a real princess, it was 

disloyal to lay an egg. 

Hymen recollected she had once accidentally 

been given some crumbs of royal food when 

a larva, which she thought might account for 

her ambition. Anyhow she sometimes would 

even express the wish out loud when by herself. 

One day an old maiden ant overheard her, and 

running up read her a long lecture on the im- 

propriety of such a desire, which she declared 

to be almost treason to the Queen. She added, 

«“ Are we not her maids of honour, shall we 

aspire to be her equals, and fill the nest with 

our mean grubs instead of her royal larve ? 

Besides,” here she lowered her shrill tones for 

fear the drones should hear, “I have been told 

that when a worker ant lays an egg it always 

turns out a troublesome drone larva, and not 

only must she feed him when he ts a boy larva 

but afterwards and always, for he is much too 

idle to feed himself. I am sure you would not — 

wish to add to the army of useless drones we 

have here already, ugly things.” This with a 

sour look at the winged drones, not one of 

whom in all her life had ever invited her to fly
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with them. The young worker ant sighed, un- 

convinced; secretly the prospect sketched by 

the old maiden ant tempted her, though she 

dared not say so, for well she knew the lecturer 

carried a sharper venom in her tongue than in 

her tail. So she prudently departed, running 

down to one of the nurseries where lay some of the 

Queen’s children, the pupe looking like so many 

grains of corn or white mummies, each in a 

cream silken caul, 

the naked larve 7 XX 

wriggling while ile 

waiting to be fed. 

Cheerfully with 

her sister workers 

she carried the 

  

, cael 
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thatch, warm and sunny, but well below the 

surface, for she knew that an ant pupa is a 

dainty few insect-feeding birds can resist : this 

knowledge Hymen had inherited from her an- 

cestors, for she was certainly descended from 

families that had kept their children out of sight 

and had managed to rear them.
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One day, out a-hunting, Hymen—laboriously 

climbing over tufts of grass, leaves, stones, 

sticks, and scrambling up everything she might 

more easily have gone under or round, after the 

manner of ants—started up tragically on to her 

four hinder legs and breathlessly clasped her 

two front ones together, for on the ground 

before her lay a magnificent prize, a little green 

caterpillar, just a size too large for an ant to 

carry. There was nothing Hymen liked better 

than a burden of this sort, so, pinching one end 

of the caterpillar between her jaws and clasping 

as much of the rest of it as her front legs could 

reach, she commenced to drag her treasure 

backward by a circuitous road to the ant hill. 

What a task she found it, how many grass 

blades seemed to spring up and insist on being 

climbed that Hymen had never noticed before ; 

many a time she stopped exhausted, and would 

have mopped her brow with a pocket hand- 

kerchief if she had possessed either. But give 

in? Never, not if it took her weeks, and the 

caterpillar turned into a moth on the road! 

During one of these breathless pauses she was 

gazing with pride on her prize when suddenly
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two ants caught sight of it, and running up 

offered their help ; her indignant refusal had no 

effect, they insisted, one of them seizing the 

middle and the other the opposite end of the 

caterpillar, while Hymen held on to her end, 

and then they all three started for home by 

different ways. Now one gained an inch, now 

another, it was not wonderful that the prize under 

this treatment was soon reduced from a plump, 

juicy caterpillar to an empty skin bag, all the 

contents having been squeezed out during the 

struggle. Stillall the three ants hung on, each bent 

on dragging the treasure by her own road to 

the nest. Presently they perceived its condition; 

  
EACH BENT ON DRAGGING THE TREASURE.
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first one gave it up in disgust, then the second, 

seeing all the inside was spilt, decided it was not 

worth bringing home. Hymen was left alone 

ruthfully regarding the empty skin; slowly and 

sorrowfully she folded it up with her pincers 

and carried it off. All her joy had fled when 

the inside slipped out. Whom should she meet 

as she ran up the southern slope but the old 

maiden ant, who bustled up, very inquisitive 

about the queer whitish parcel. Hymen was 

careful not to unfold it near her, for the gossiping 

old thing was only too fond of disparaging the 

hunting of the younger ones, saying that in her 

young days young people were much more 

active and clever; which as Youth knows is, and 

ever will be, the fallacy of Age. 

One sunny morning Hymen climbed up the 

middle of the nest and stepped outside to make 

her toilet as usual on the southern slope; she 

polished up her head and thorax with her two 

front pairs of legs, and cleaned the dust off her 

abdomen with her hind legs, then walked over 

to a spider's web near by and gazed at her re- 

flection in a dewdrop that hung there. Little 

Vanity, how proud she was of her tiny waist, her
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slender throat! But what was that glittering on 

her back, almost the colour of the dewdrop itself, 

was it something new? Ha! one slight move- 

ment and up flew four beautiful, transparent, 

pear-shaped wings from the back of her thorax. 

Delight and joy! exactly like the wings she had 

so often envied the drones! Dared she ever 

trust herself into the air on them! Moving 

her head from side to side, thus coquettishly 

inspecting her new beauty, her delicate antenne 

caught in the dewdrop. Heigh, presto! the 

mirror was gone, and Hymen had a wet nose. 

She spent the next half hour opening and 

shutting her new possessions, just to feel how 

they worked, so engrossed in dreams of flight 

that she forgot to go a-hunting, and allowed 

several pine needles to slip from their places 

without putting them back, neither did she join 

the procession up the birch tree to gather honey- 

dew. All her usual duties were forgotten; the 

spirit of adventure awoke and stirred within her. 

Already some of the drones had arisen and were 

flying off the ant hill into the morning sun; one 

descended again and whispered to her to join 

him in the air, the temptation was too strong,
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she never stopped to reason out the matter, but 

just spread her wings and went. 

Oh the delight of that first flight! Had she 

a body at all? It seemed left on the ground, 

only the light spirit flew and felt one with the 

air. 

A few days later Hymen came down suddenly 

out of the air on to a leaf; as she alighted two 

pairs of wings fell from her shoulders, and she 

walked up the leaf a sober worker ant again, 

leaving the wings lying there like two tiny pairs 

of glass slippers. Yes, Hymen was a worker 

once more, but the memory of her happy flight 

remained. 

The old maiden ant was on the look out and 

saw her come up the slope, but turned her head 

the other way, with her mandibles pursed tightly 

up in marked disapproval, she would not 

countenance such irregular behaviour; and the 

old busy-body said it was no more than she 

expected when a little later Hymen and some 

of her sisters, who had also taken a flight through 

the air, laid a few eggs; and then how she 

triumphed, and said, “I told you so,” when all 

the eggs turned out great idle drones, of no use
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to the community so late in the season, wanting 

so much feeding, and giving endless trouble. 

Not that Hymen cared about that, she had 

become as industrious as before. One day when 

returning down the birch tree filled with honey- 

dew, which she had obtained in her persuasive 

way by stroking the Aphid with her antennee to 

make them yield it to her, Hymen saw a distant 

cousin, a wasp, hawking on the tree trunk, 

pouncing on every fly that settled there, throw- 

ing them to the ground with her violence, 

where, half stunned, they crawled miserably 

about. 

Hymen knew that wasps were omnivorous 

and lived as much on insects as on the sweet 

juices of flowers, but she was ashamed to see 

a relation, however distant, wasting food by 

injuring and destroying life for no purpose; on 

her return to the nest she told the others. A 

few hours later a dead wasp lay on the ant hill; 

whether she had attacked the nest in pursuit of 

larve for food, or the ants had revenged the 

wanton hawking described by Hymen, cannot 

be known,:but there she lay, bitten to death 

and poisoned. These large ants have immense
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power in their jaws, which are toothed like a 

saw and open and shut laterally (sideways, not 

up and down, like yours and mine), with these 

they seize a victim, and turning up the abdomen 

to meet the jaws, squirt a stinging venom into 

the wound. It is the same venom you may see 

them shower at you when you stand close to or 

touch their nest, and which if it fall on your 

bare skin will make it smart; this venom is 

called formic acid. 

Now I will tell you how the ants caught the 

cruel wasp when she settled on their heap ; 

they were very clever. The first difficulty was 

to avoid her sting, which went in and out every 

few seconds, but that they managed to do with 

marvellous dexterity, and soon every one of her 

legs had an ant glued to it by the jaws, more 

climbed on her. back and seized the two wings 

on both sides, pinching each pair together by 

their outer margins and holding on grimly, like 

a pack of bulldogs; thus pinioned and crippled, 

after rolling over and struggling vainly, the 

wasp soon lay at their mercy. Then the ants 

clambered all over her abdomen and thorax and 

head, pinching and nipping and squirting in
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venom, till her struggles became feebler and 

feebler and she gave up and died. 

You would have been surprised to see with 

what little apparent effort an ant afterwards 

picked up the body of that wasp, and, holding 

it in front of her, marched over the heap. The 

strength of these insects, compared with other 

animals, is entirely out of proportion to their 

size. If you were to pick up an elephant in 

your arms and run about the garden with it, that 

would be an instance about on a parallel with 

the feat of the ant with the wasp. 

Ants do not fear the attacks of their biggest 

relations as they do those of their smallest. 

There is one of the Hymenoptera, a fly so tiny 

as to be only just visible to the human eye; it 

is a parasite, and may often be seen hovering 

over an ants’ nest, making darts now and then 

on to an ant’s back to lay eggs in it, and you 

may see the ant running in mortal terror from 

the attacks of this deadly enemy, for the eggs 

turn into larvze inside her body, and after they 

are hatched out there is not much left of the 

poor thing. 

One day a human hand was held out over 

M
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Hymen’s home, and shook out of a tin box fifty 

or sixty stranger ants of the same combative 

variety. This caused some excitement, Hymen 

and her sisters rushed round the intruders, but 

so soon as they touched the strangers’ antennz 

the commotion subsided, for they knew them to 

be neighbours, living in a heap about forty yards 

away, whom they often met out hunting in the 

forest. After an interchange of civilities, touch- 

ing of antennz, and many apologies from the 

visitors for the startling suddenness of their ap- 

pearance, which they explained was quite beyond 

their own control, the innocent raiders trotted 

home again by the longest, most difficult, and 

roundabout roads they could find; it is said that 

some of them were still going home hours after- 
wards, though they only lived forty yards away. 

No doubt the strange occurrence had agitated 
their nerves and blunted their sense of direction. 

And now we have to record a most eventful 
day, a day which will be found marked in red 
letters amongst the archives of Hymen’s family, 
events which will be handed down from genera- 
tion to generation, to inspire the young courage 
of future descendants.
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One sunny morning there fell upon the southern 

slope, shaken by the same human hand from the 

same tin box, several hundred strange ants of 

a 
CHALLENGES TO MORTAL COMBAT WERE SQUIRTED. 

Hymen’s species ; this time, almost before she 

and her sister workers had touched the invaders 

with their antennz they knew them to be deadly 

enemies. The community was shaken to its
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centre, messengers hurried with the news to the 

Queen, who placed extra guards over the 

“Princess” Jarvée and ordered up to the front 
her best regiment, small, thin ants with very 
strong venom, jaws that could grip like a vice, 
and who had no fear of death; amongst these 
was the old maiden ant. Then the battle began: 
all over the slope challenges to mortal combat 
were squirted, -till the air was filled with the 

strong odour of ant anger. Crowding up through 
every crevice raced the regiment from below and 
poured over the slope; they rushed valiantly to 
the front, and seizing the invaders anywhere, held 

on till they died from the poisonous bites they 
received and from exhaustion, and even in death 

their jaws never relaxed their hold. One, two, 
three of these little ants would close with a big 

ant who, rolling over, biting, and discharging her 
venom, strove to rid herself of these intrepid 

enemies ; in the end she had to die, though not 

before two or more of her antagonists had paid 
with their lives for their daring attack. All 
over the slope the battle raged; here and there 
might be seen a cowardly drone hastening to 
bury himself in safety under the pine needles till
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the disturbance should be over. It was a bloody 

fray, and brave little Hymen was in. the thick of 

it; she seemed to bear a charmed life, and many 

an enemy fell under her stinging bite. She 

squirted her challenge again and again, then she 

would seize her enemy below the thorax and 

hanging on like a burr would pour poison into 

the deep wound. As she came off breathless 

but victorious from the last of these encounters, 

her eye fell upon a spent and fainting form ; it 

was the old maiden ant, gallantly she had fought 

with the rest and now lay a-dying. Hymen 

fanned her with a pine needle. 

‘The Queen, is she safe?” gasped the dying 

ant. 

‘“ Quite,” answered Hymen; “the enemy is 

completely routed.” 

‘“T fought for her, 1 am happy though I die,” 

said the old maiden ant; then turning her fast 

dimming sight on kind little Hymen, she half 

whispered, “I would ‘ 

have flown too if I could Re eee 

have got wings,’ and va “ge < 

rolled over dead. Y 4«@ 

The last ofthe enemy ROLLED OVER DEAD.
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was hurrying away from the slope as quickly as 
she could manage to move in her wounded con- 
dition. Hymen saw that the great battle of the 

wood ants was over; but before she went to 

help remove the heaps of slain, she tenderly 

lifted the body of the old maiden ant and carried 
- it off to the ant cemetery, laying her to rest with 

the family. For the ants place all their dead 

together. 
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